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he COVID-19 pandemic
highlighted the ways broadband
can support virtual platforms,
but there’s nothing like in-person
meetings. That reality became clear to
me during a conversation with Charlie
Vogt, CEO of DZS, during the July
Fiber Connect conference – one of the
telecom sector’s first big in-person shows
after COVID-19 lockdowns lifted. He
said remote meetings can’t replace the
“unexpected little meetings” that occur
throughout the day in the workplace.
The same can be said about the
upcoming Broadband Communities
fall Summit. Bryan Rader, president
of UpStream Network, says that in
addition to the informative sessions,
the value of the Summit is in the faceto-face interactions. “It is the great
conversations that happen over coffee
in the hallway between sessions among
vendors, property owners, and even
competitors,” he writes in his column
on page 8).
The Summit offers something for
everyone in the broadband industry,
including panels on multifamily
broadband, mapping, open-access
networks, precision agriculture
and tribal broadband. Once again,
Broadband Communities will also
host a CLIC pre-conference program,
the perennially popular “Owner/
Legal Roundtable” in the MDU
track, and two “Great Communities”
panels highlighting Beckert’s Park in
Washington, D.C., and Desert Color
in Utah.
We also are excited to welcome
Hilda Legg, rural economic
development consultant for Legg
Strategies. Having spent more than
four decades analyzing rural markets,
she will host two panels on government
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funding for broadband: “Financing:
ABCs of Government Funding” and
“Finance Wizards.”
The time to talk about broadband
is pressing. According to Kagan’s
latest industry estimates, the number
of residential cable, telco and satellite
broadband subscribers topped 109.2
million at the end of the second quarter,
up 4.3 percent annually, with nearly
4.5 million net adds year over year.
Consumer appetites pushed wireline
broadband residential penetrations
to more than 83 percent. Including
satellite broadband services, residential
penetration reached 84.5 percent.
Methods of delivering broadband
are changing – as are the members of
the broadband community. Incumbent
carriers remain the dominant purveyors
of broadband services. But a growing
movement of new players – namely
electric cooperatives and municipalities
– is working to bring broadband into
underserved and unserved areas.
These trends bode well for the
broadband vendor community. Jeff
Heynen, vice president of broadband
access and home networking at
Dell’Oro Group, wrote in a recent
blog post that broadband equipment
“spending will continue to grow
this year as operators deal with
continued subscriber additions, as
well as competitors increasing their
investments in fiber, hybrid fiber coax
and fixed wireless networks.”
So, let’s get ready to talk about
broadband – in person. I hope to see
you in September. v

sean@bbcmag.com
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Does your WiFi
beat the competition?
Ours does. In fact, nearly 400 million devices are
connected to our network today. So, when your
residents ask, you’ll know what to tell them.

Delight your residents with stand-out solutions.
Best-in-class
WiFi access
anywhere on
your property

Residents can save
up to 40%^^ on their
wireless bill with
Spectrum Mobile

Dedicated
U.S.-based
customer support
available 24/7

Ask about Spectrum Internet® Gig—with equally fast upload and download speeds.

Get industry-leading services that grow
with your property at:

SpectrumCommunitySolutions.com
Spectrum Internet Gig with speeds up to 940 Mbps is in addition to the standard monthly Internet price. SPECTRUM MOBILE: Spectrum Internet required. Auto-pay required. ^^Savings based on
comparison of single line comparable unlimited plans amongst major national carriers as of 01/27/2021. Data usage limits vary by carrier. Visit https://www.spectrum.com/policies/mobile-terms
for full terms and conditions. Services subject to all applicable service terms and conditions, subject to change. Services not available in all areas. Restrictions apply. ©2021 Charter Communications.

BANDWIDTH HAWK

More Federal Money for Broadband,
Greater Role for States
Congress seems likely to pass a national infrastructure bill that potentially could provide
broadband connectivity to almost everyone. But watch the details, not just the money
pile on the table. And act quickly! Easy money, public and private, won’t last forever.
By Steven S. Ross / Broadband Communities

T

he Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act passed the
Senate with strong Republican support on August 10
in a 69–30 vote. Within its envisioned $1 trillion price
tag ($550 billion in new funding) are programs totaling about
$65 billion for broadband deployments and user subsidies.
Of that, about $50 billion is new money for deployments and
planning. About $14.5 billion (some from existing programs)
is specifically for user subsidies. All of this is in addition
to $350 billion in general block grants from the March 11
COVID-19, bill, some of which could also go to broadband
(see “Getting Your Share of the Broadband Funding Feast” in
the May-June issue).
In general, the broadband money will be spent over five
years. The bill has gone to the House, where progressive
Democrats tied its fate to another bill containing more than
$3 trillion in new programs to help the poor. That squeaked
through the Senate 50–49, and the process likely will produce
revisions that will shape the disbursal of funds but not the
final program totals.
FUNDING DETAILS
What have been described as broadband-specific “block
grants” to states; Washington, D.C.; Puerto Rico and
territories total $42.5 billion over five years. Strings
are attached. Disbursal to the states will be through a
new National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA) program. The details are left up to
NTIA, but the bill passed the Senate. It allows states to use
some of these funds for planning and deploying affordable
networks in low-income, multifamily buildings and
promoting broadband adoption. Grant recipients (deployers)
must offer a “low-cost” service tier.
6
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Family broadband subsidies include mainly $14.2 billion
to expand the Emergency Broadband Benefit Program
(renamed the Affordable Connectivity Program). All internet
plans by all deployers would include a tier for the $30 a
month subsidy. That cuts the current $50 per-family subsidy
but expands eligibility from 135 percent of the poverty line
to 200 percent. My models suggest this will help most new
deployers find private funding by assuring a new revenue
stream. But deployers might want to unbundle add-on
services more aggressively. We’ll be watching. NTIA is
specifically barred from setting a price ceiling.
The new Digital Equity Act adds $2.75 billion: $60
million for state planning grants, $1.44 billion for state
implementation and $1.25 billion ($250 million a year for
five years) for competitive grants. This meshes with existing
USDA funding, with old deadlines for spending it expanded.
Middle-mile connectivity is covered in a new $1 billion
grant program at NTIA for expanding middle-mile access
and connections for anchor institutions, such as schools
and city facilities. The promise is that it will help make
deployments to unserved households easier and cheaper, but
it might also reduce revenue potential for the same deployers.
The bill’s $2 billion Tribal Connectivity Program extends the
one established in the 2021 Consolidated Appropriations Act.
EXPANDED ELIGIBILITY
The Senate bill considerably expands areas eligible for
federal broadband funds. Aside from extra money targeted
at tribal lands and a few oddities, such as the Appalachian
Regional Commission (where Sen. Mitch McConnell worked
early in his career and where he met former Broadband
Communities board member Hilda Legg), as many as 20

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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percent of households may be served
and still be eligible. Today’s limit is
usually 10 percent. That still applies to
$2 billion in new Rural Utilities Service
(RUS) money.
For the existing USDA ReConnect
program through RUS, an area is
defined as “rural” if it is anchored by a
metro area with a population no larger
than 49,999. The new limit is 200,000.
Funds for new mapping of existing
and potential customers are on the
table, on top of $65 million that went
to the FCC mainly for developing a
true data framework into which to
pour new information. Census did
throw a minor source of error into
the task by deliberately misclassifying
small numbers of families at the
tract and census block level to add a
level of privacy against new artificial
intelligence analysis tools.
The money generally will start
flowing no later than 180 days after
final passage.
THE BOTTOM LINE
Those who hope for unleashing new
potential deployers and those who are
existing deployers in danger of being
overbuilt by newcomers with federal
funds (typically Tier-3 local exchange
carriers and competitive local exchange
carriers) will find plenty to lobby about
as the House works to amend the
massive 2,702-page Senate bill. Major
carriers are also in the fight. Generally,
they are not interested in extending their
fixed networks into sparsely populated
areas. But they are or should be
interested in leasing backhaul for their
mobile wireless sites from new deployers.
Progressives complain about the
supposedly huge profits major carriers
make. Wall Street investors think just
the opposite. Over the past decade, no

The new infrastructure bill encourages but does
not mandate 100 Mbps downloads or 20 Mbps
uploads and asks for consideration of reliability,
resilience issues and latency.

But grants are also subject to more
fraud and poor management oversight.
State and local officials thus have been
talking about grants covering a smaller
proportion of build cost – 25 to 50
percent rather than the average 75
percent target the infrastructure bill
seems to aim for. The bill thus opens
the door to private funding, which of
course will be easier to get if federal
funds and user subsidies lower the risk.
The exceptions will be deployments
with difficult geography, sparsely
populated areas, or areas populated
with disadvantaged families. Even after
passage (as the bill is written now),
NTIA especially will have wide latitude
in writing regulations for disbursing
funds, for instance, by considering the
percentage of families in an MDU with
income below 150 percent of the local
poverty level.
All this happens as interest rates are
poised to begin rising next year and as
a shortage of fiber and other network
components worsens. Most economists
do not see a shortage of money for
borrowing, despite the obvious – that
state and federal governments are
borrowing more. As big as this bill and
its companion $3.5 trillion aid bill (over
as much as 10 years) are, they are small
compared with the $20-plus billion
economy and total $70 billion existing
public and private debt. But get to work
on your deployment plans now! v

matter which period I slice, Comcast,
AT&T and Verizon stock prices have
lagged the S&P 500 index. But in
rural areas, major carriers and others
have been known (in the absence of
competition) to extract hefty fees from
local carriers needing to connect to the
national internet.
Plenty of bribes, er, campaign
contributions, are also in the mix.
This makes predictions difficult, but
the underlying economics offer some
obvious paths forward. I see more
joint regional ventures. More multipledwelling-unit (MDU) builds. More
grants to municipalities and regional
governments, especially as part of multipartner regional deployments. The bill
encourages – but as written does not
mandate – 100 Mbps downloads and 20
Mbps uploads, the new limit defining
“underserved” areas. It also asks for
consideration of reliability, resilience
issues and latency. For instance, grant
money could be spent so consumer
networks and smart electrical grids
could “talk” to one another. Nothing in
the bill discourages networks that mix
fiber and fixed wireless.
The Senate bill calls mainly
for outright grants rather than for
loans. Grants are faster and easier for
governments to administer, and they
help untangle the knot of mortgage
liens that encumber many deployers.

Contact the
Hawk at steve@
bbcmag.com

Come to the Broadband Communities Summit September 27–30 for the
latest details. The Bandwidth Hawk will be there, as will two former RUS
administrators, Hilda Legg and Chad Rupe. And they are not just speaking
and disappearing. They’ll be around all week. Half the agenda (see www.
bbcmag.com/events/summit-2021/2021-agenda-at-a-glance for details) is
devoted to funding and finance.
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021
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Welcome Back,
Broadband Communities Summit!
The 2021 Broadband Communities Summit brings together broadband providers and
multifamily owners to address new technology trends and share industry experiences.
By Bryan J. Rader / UpStream Network

I

have been attending the Broadband Communities
Summit since the 1990s. I am amazed at how many
people I still see every year who have been attending as
long as I have!
Back in the 1990s, Summit attendees discussed ways to
expand programming lineups from 40 channels to 60, or
how to use microwave antennas to transmit video from one
multiple-dwelling-unit (MDU) building to another.
I remember sitting on a panel many years ago when
one speaker professed that all cable channels will be going
“digital” in a few years. Wow, no more analog?
In many events, the debate and discussion were on
key topics impacting the MDU business. What made the
conversations most interesting is that providers were able to
brainstorm solutions directly with their MDU customers.
The Broadband Communities Summit has always
brought together broadband providers and multifamily
owners. That’s why it’s a great place to listen and discover
what’s happening in the broadband business.
IN-PERSON EXCHANGES
Over the past 18 months, everyone in the broadband business
has sat through dozens of webinars and video presentations
from home offices. But it’s simply not the same as being
together in person.
This time we are in person, and I am very excited to
participate. Watching great sessions such as “MDU
Legal Leaders” (which is always entertaining theater),
and presentations about trends in the business is always
a highlight – but it’s far from the only one. In fact, the
great conversations that happen over coffee in the hallway
between sessions among vendors, property owners, and even
competitors is what’s really valuable.
I remember one year the conference was held in Dallas: A
group of long-time Summit attendees sat around in the lobby
telling stories and laughing about many shared experiences in
the industry until 2 a.m. The hotel management finally turned
the lobby lights off and said, “Go to your rooms!”
But that is what this market is made of – great attendees
8
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who are deeply passionate about bringing top-of-the-market
services to the ever-changing MDU market. Having customers
in the room makes the exchange of ideas even more rewarding.
POST-COVID-19 REALITIES
This year, I am sure Summit attendees will hear more about
smart-home concepts – particularly how they are becoming
integral parts of property management tools. Another hot
topic will be bulk managed Wi-Fi’s becoming a leading
service for apartment residents.
There are always heated debates: “Should I even care about
5G?” and “What does it matter if service is delivered over
coax versus fiber?” Then there are many new realities, such
as the changes in the apartment business since COVID-19
arrived. This includes the expansion of virtual leasing tours,
digital door locks and smart thermostats.
There’s also ample conversation at the Summit about the
changing behavior of apartment residents. A few years ago,
several leading MDU ancillary income managers pointed out
that their revenue-sharing checks for pay TV were dropping
to almost nothing because their residents were no longer
subscribing. This was an early indication of how fast young
residents were cutting the cord.
The Broadband Communities Summit has stood the
test of time as the best platform for sharing all these ideas. It
has a broad-based attendance from all different parts of the
industry and geographies. This has made the content much
richer and more timely over the years.
I’m so excited that 2021’s event is upon us, and that we
are heading back for another Summit
in person. I hope to see you there, but
not likely in the lobby at 2 a.m. I think
those days are over! v
Bryan Rader is president of
UpStream Network, a Single Digits
company. He can be reached at
brader@singledigits.com.

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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Cyberattacks and Ransomware and
Hacks – Oh My!
Best practices to mitigate risk for companies and communities in this age of everincreasing cyber threats
By Julianne B. Goodfellow / National Multifamily Housing Council and Valerie M. Sargent / Broadband Communities

I

ncreasingly, the news about cyberattacks is that
they disrupt not just single companies but also the
organizations with which those companies do business.
One of the most notorious cyberattacks of 2020 was the hack
on SolarWinds, an information technology firm in the U.S.
Foreign hackers went undetected for several months, allowing
the attack to spread to SolarWinds’ client list, which included
private companies (80 percent of the cyberattacks) and the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security, the Department of
the Treasury and other government agencies.
In June 2021, a ransomware attack brought Colonial
Pipeline Company, an East Coast–based fuel pipeline, to
a halt. The event disrupted the economy – the company
reportedly controls nearly half of the East Coast’s gasoline,
diesel and jet fuel flows – and showcased how slow and costly
getting back up and running was. How did this happen?
Both attacks underscore that even companies with strong
cyber defenses are vulnerable to cyberattacks. Multifamily
owners, property management companies and apartment
communities are finding themselves asking not just “Are we
vulnerable?” but also “What can we do to better protect our
broadband networks and business continuity if we are the
victim of a cyberattack?”

hackers were able to install malware that allowed them to spy
on the entities affected by the hack. It took nine months for
a private company that was the victim of the hack to realize
something was happening.
In the case of Colonial Pipeline, that ransomware attack
was enabled by a compromised password. Companies that
have employees who access the company network remotely
should note that this breach was conducted via a virtual
private network. According to a Bloomberg report, “The
account was no longer in use at the time of the attack but
could still be used to access Colonial’s network … The
account’s password has since been discovered inside a batch
of leaked passwords on the dark web. That means a Colonial
employee may have used the same password on another
account that was previously hacked.”
These examples demonstrate that hacking can easily happen
through a third party or may be the result of a security gap
within the broadband network, including something as simple
as a compromised password. Anyone who exists on the internet,
does work within the cloud, or is connected online in any way
is vulnerable. If it can happen at a governmental level or the
most sophisticated tech companies, trust that it can happen to
anyone, any company or any community.

RECOGNIZE THE WEAK LINKS
In early 2020, hackers believed to be directed by the Russian
intelligence service accessed SolarWinds’ software system
and covertly added malicious code. A company that manages
IT resources, SolarWinds regularly sent out routine software
updates to customers’ systems in March 2020. Unbeknownst
to the company, that update contained malicious code that
created a backdoor into customers’ systems. From there, the

REDUCE RISK WITH THESE TIPS
People often think of cyberattacks stemming from a
suspicious-looking hacker hunched over a computer in a dark
room somewhere, typing away to access the dark web and
conduct clandestine operations. But there are many ways an
organization can fall victim to a cyberattack, and many times
vulnerabilities are created through day-to-day user or system
errors. This may be because protections are weak or because

10
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someone thought they were backed
up to the cloud. When a computer
ultimately crashes, it’s too late for the
reminder to supplement digital cloud
storage with a physical backup.
Thoroughly vet the cybersecurity
practices of supplier partners and
third-party providers and understand
liability and security responsibilities.
When considering new technology,
it’s important to know all the assets to
track, make sure firmware and software
are updated, and have a third-party
management program. Building a plan
that ensures technology is supported
for the full life cycle and that products
no longer supported are removed from
the network is important. Don’t let
a Colonial Pipeline incident happen
by keeping old access points and
information out there.
Use multifactor authentication for
remote access to IT and OT networks.
In the case of Colonial Pipeline,
the combination of a compromised
password and a lack of multifactor
authentication likely led to the massive
breach. Multifactor authentication
provides an added layer of protection
through a cybersecurity tool, creating
an extra step to sign into an account. It
could be something as simple as having
the system text or email an access code.
Users receive such requests on their
phones or in their email, alerting them

someone found extra security steps
onerous, or even because an asset, such
as a smart-home product or broadband
network, lacked proper security. All
vulnerabilities create potential entry
points for rogue activity by cyber actors.
What steps should companies take
to protect their technology assets? Here
are 10 ways to mitigate cybersecurity
risk and ensure systems and tools are in
place to protect systems.
Segment information technology
(IT) and operational technology (OT)
networks. Organizations can face
great vulnerability if networks aren’t
segmented. Segmentation limits an
adversary’s access beyond the initial
entry point and protects other areas
of the network. It also means that any
access points provided to third parties
or employees will be limited to what
they need to access, reducing risk to the
overall network. Keep common-area
Wi-Fi traffic network separate from
the office business network to help
eliminate any vulnerabilities.
Back up data offline, and test it
regularly. Too often, people using cloud
technology think they are “safe” with
everything backed up to the cloud.
However, if technology malfunctions
or malware is installed, files may not be
backed up properly. Don’t learn this the
hard way and suddenly find that nearly
60 days of new files were lost because
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021
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to attempted access if someone
is trying to get into the system with
their credentials.
Use strong spam filters to prevent
phishing emails from reaching users.
One of the most common cyberattack
vectors is phishing emails. The
malicious actor sends an email that is
designed to dupe a user to click on a
link or download an executable file.
When a victim engages with the email,
the malicious actor may be able to
access a user’s credentials, computer or
organizational network. Some phishing
emails are clearly from scammers,
but phishing emails are increasingly
sophisticated and include messages
tailored to recipients. One frequent
approach is to spoof the email address
of a senior executive and request that
the receiver sign a document or transfer
money. But other phishing emails use
simple techniques, such as offers for
tickets to popular shows or events, and
end up providing cybercriminals access.
Conduct an employee phishing
prevention training program, including
regular employee testing. Employee
education is one of the most important
ways to mitigate cyber threats. Training
and education, along with testing, will
help assess risks and determine whether
there are vulnerabilities resulting from
poor decision-making on the part of
|
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employees. Catching mistakes in a
training exercise that allows retraining
in any instances in which hackers
might target employees is much better.
Filter network traffic, and block
new malicious IP addresses. Companies
that filter inbound and outbound
network traffic can put security rules
in place to filter that traffic utilizing IP
address, port and protocol. This blocks
any malicious IP addresses that are
known threats or possible risks.
Have a program in place
for software updates and patch
management. With so many on-site
employees, is management confident
that communities regularly update all
their computers on a timely basis and
ensure that security patches can correct
any errors in code? Humans often put
things off to do later, so companies
need regular programs to track updates
with all employees. Employees often
think that equipment is updating on its
own. Some systems may have automatic
updates in place, but others require
manual updates. Established plans and
processes help ensure systems are up to
date and protected from new threats.
Install and maintain anti-virus
and anti-malware programs. This is
especially important so that security
patch updates are installed and rolled
out to users before there can be a
threat to customers. Anti-virus and
anti-malware programs also can catch
potential intrusions and eliminate risk.
If a credit card is expired or there is no
regular plan for the renewal of these
programs, they can lapse and create
vulnerabilities for users and systems.
Consider cyber insurance. It can be
extremely helpful to reduce financial
impact and as a way to take a complete
inventory of policies and practices.
Cyber insurers have established
checklists to respond to areas in need
of attention. Checklists can guide
companies in doing what they need
to do. Many have found out how to
improve their practices through their
cyber insurance requirements. Be
certain to look at what a policy covers
regarding liability. For instance, if a
third-party supplier has an event, who
12
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has liability within that situation?
Where does liability fall, and what
protects a company?

types of security incidents and
vulnerabilities
For building relationships with
federal law enforcement and cyber
professionals and participating in
cyber threat information sharing/
best practices:

REMEMBER IT’S A CRIME
It’s always better to be prepared and
have plans in place before facing a
cyber intrusion. Remember that law
enforcement views cyberattacks as
criminal activity and that a successful
attack leaves a company as the victim
of a crime.
Companies are strongly encouraged
to build relationships with law
enforcement in advance of an event
or a cyberattack. Doing so provides
excellent opportunities to find out
what’s happening, what threats exist,
and how to work with peers when
facing common threats. The sooner
cyber-crime victims contact law
enforcement after realizing funds
are missing, the sooner they can use
forensics to find out what happened
and sometimes retrieve lost funds.

• InfraGard
www.infragard.org
A public-private partnership
between the FBI and U.S.
businesses to provide education,
information sharing, networking,
and workshops on emerging
technologies and threats
• Commercial Facilities Cyber
Working Group
www.infragardncr.org/
commercialfacilitiescyber
workinggro
The partnership between the
real estate industry companies,
InfraGard, and the Real Estate
Information Sharing and Analysis
Center (RE-ISAC) v

HELPFUL RESOURCES
Firms must stay up to date on
developing, ever-evolving threats and
emerging prevention and response
measures. Here’s a shortlist of useful
resources to learn about threats and
best practices.
For U.S. government resources to
monitor current threats:

Julianne B.
Goodfellow is
vice president,
government affairs
for the National
Multifamily
Housing
Council, and
can be reached
at jgoodfellow@
nmhc.org. Valerie
M. Sargent is
a multifamily
speaker, trainer
and executive
consultant and the
multifamily news
correspondent
for Broadband
Communities. Contact her at valerie@
bbcmag.com. For more information, visit
www.nmhc.org, www.bbcmag.com or
www.valeriemsargent.com.

• Stop Ransomware
www.cisa.gov/stopransomware
U.S. Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) alerts, current activity
reports, analysis reports and joint
statements from the nation’s risk
adviser
• CISA Resource Hub
www.cisa.gov/cyber-resource-hub
Professional, no-cost assessments
that evaluate operational
resilience, cybersecurity practices,
organizational management of
external dependencies, and other key
elements of a strong cyber framework
• US-CERT Current Activity
& Vulnerabilities
https://us-cert.cisa.gov
Regularly updated summary of
the most frequent, high-impact
|
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It’s all anyone wants
in an apartment.
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Fiber Connect 2021:
If It’s Not Fiber, It’s Not Broadband
The annual, in-person event highlighted what could be the beginning of the biggest
broadband investment cycle in the nation’s history bridging the gaping digital divide.
By Deborah Kish / Fiber Broadband Association

F

iber Connect, a premier fiber broadband industry
event, occurred in Nashville from July 25 to 28. It
attracted key decision-makers from all spectrums of
the fiber broadband ecosystem and was sold out long before
it began. It started with two opening speakers: Gary Bolton,
president and CEO of the Fiber Broadband Association
(FBA), and U.S. Senator Marsha Blackburn (R-TN). Leading
telco industry CEOs and executives, including Hu Meena,
CEO of C Spire; Tony Thomas, CEO of Windstream; and
David Pistacchio of DigitalBridge, a private equity company,
delivered keynotes.
The event was a tremendous success and marked the
beginning of the largest broadband investment cycle in
U.S. history.
PRE-CONFERENCE:
THE WORKSHOPS
All sessions were standing
room only and hosted
and presented by leading
industry vendors and
service providers. The Fiber
Broadband Starter Kit
Workshop series provided
information to attendees
thinking about deploying
a fiber network or starting
to build one. Because
there are many aspects to
installing a fiber network,
the series took a soup-tonuts approach, demystifying
the basics of bringing fiber
broadband to a community
and ensuring the success
14
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of the deployment. Topics covered the basics of fiber to the
home and network design and extended to more detailed
discussions about how to plan, design and engineer a fiber
deployment and lessons learned from network operators.
Though deploying fiber is a multifaceted process from a
planning and construction standpoint, building community
and political will is also a critical part of the puzzle. Attendees
in the process of building fiber networks to communities
were eager to learn about how to gain support from the
communities and obtain government funding for such
initiatives in light of the $65 billion allocated for broadband
in the new infrastructure bill.
The Customer Branding Workshop was designed to
recognize major changes happening in the industry for
service providers striving to meet customer expectations and
comply with regulators. The takeaway: Service providers need
to update branding and customer strategies, including for
product design, digital and social media marketing for new
products, and time-to-market.
In addition, Broadband Forum hosted its first face-to-face
BASe workshop in 2021 at Fiber Connect, which focused
on the future of fiber technologies – the business drivers
and use cases. As technology improves, service providers

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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need to understand what to take into
consideration when building a futureproof service delivery network using 10
gigabit XGS-PON to 25 gigabit and 50
gigabit PON to the next generation of
Super PONs. This session was followed
by a panel session that included a Q&A
with attendees.

just around the corner and will require
“adequate broadband connectivity”
equating to 100 Mbps symmetrical.
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
The FBA has launched an initiative to
help accelerate fiber deployments and
keep up with demand. The Optical
Telecom Installation Certification
(OpTIC) course will be offered at
vocational schools, community colleges
and veterans’ programs around the
country.
On July 27, the FBA officially signed
an agreement with the U.S. Department
of Labor registering the apprenticeship.
Graduates of the classroom portion
may have an opportunity for on-the-job
training with local service providers or
contractors. The program will launch in
beta form with the first pilot at Wilson
Community College in North Carolina.

FIBER BECOMES CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
The COVID-19 pandemic made
broadband a need, not a want. But not
just broadband – high-speed broadband.
The antiquated FCC definition of 25/3
Mbps is no longer acceptable. Opening
speaker Marsha Blackburn emphasized
this point, calling out fiber as the
critical infrastructure that will provide
consumers and businesses with the
necessary speeds to conduct even the
most basic daily tasks.
With the number of connected
devices in a single household growing,
and every person in the household
fighting for the same pipe, Americans
are screaming for a better experience.
But it’s more than just the abililty
to stream TV shows, play games or
even complete work or homework.
Broadband is vital to provide health
care via telemedicine to people who
may not be able to visit a health care
facility in person. During the “Future
of Healthcare” session, Dr. Yaa KumahCrystal, clinical director of HealthIT
at the Vanderbilt University Medical
Center, said that remote monitoring is
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021

20 YEARS OF INNOVATION
The FBA celebrated its 20th anniversary
with the Fiber Innovation Zone, which
showcased all innovations of the past
two decades, from concept to cost to
deployment strategies and success.
The Fiber Innovation Zone supported
the overall theme of the conference
by exemplifying the important role
fiber has played throughout the years
– and will continue to play for years
to come. Fiber has been compared to
the electrification of the U.S. in the
1930s and 1940s, when electricity was
brought to rural areas and supplied
farms with an important utility.
A YouTube video (https://bit.
ly/3g6nGAH) recaps the event nicely.
Service providers or contractors looking
for OpTICs-certified technicians,
community or technical colleges,
or veterans’ programs interested in
offering the certification program may
email me at dkish@fiberbroadband.org.
For information on participating in
Fiber Connect 2022 in Nashville, email
lgreen@fiberbroadband.org. v
Deborah Kish
is vice president
for research and
marketing at the
Fiber Broadband
Association.
Contact her
at dkish@
fiberbroadband.org.
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Combining Resort-Style Living
With Instant-On Gigabit Broadband:
Desert Color in St. George, Utah
Desert Color is banking on attracting residents and businesses with its resort-like feel
and fiber-based, gigabit-speed internet. Broadband Communities thanks Ryan Coates,
marketing manager for Desert Color, and CenturyLink for helping develop this profile.
By Sean Buckley / Broadband Communities

A

fter a year of lockdowns around the
country, the idea of living in a masterplanned, resort-like community in
southern Utah with 300 days a year of sunshine,
wide-open space to explore an expansive
network of trails, year-round golf, and a host
of other recreational opportunities at the front
door probably sounds appealing. If so, welcome
to Desert Color, one of the largest masterplanned communities in Utah. The 3,400acre development is devoted to sustainability
and community, and the builder, the Clyde
Companies, plans to build 11,000 homes over
the next 15 to 20 years.
Part of the development's allure is its
location. Traveling northbound on I-15, Desert
Color, located in St. George, is the first stop
in Utah, making it a gateway for domestic and
international visitors to explore the surrounding
national parks and monuments, including
Zion National Park, and state parks. The
development is designed to foster a sense of
community; neighborhood design, events and
activities will encourage residents to explore
outside the four walls of their homes.
The 2021 build schedule calls for 1,600
single-family units, estate homes and 652
multiple-dwelling units (MDUs), including
condos and townhomes. It also includes 180

16
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acres of commercial space, 90 rental vacation
units, and a 55-plus neighborhood.
Eventually, a mixed-use commercial district
will feature recreation and entertainment centers,
community parks, shopping and dining, hotels
and resorts, health and wellness facilities, a health
care clinic, access to mass transportation, schools,
a church, a cultural center, a library, a police and
fire station and an “innovation park” for higher
education research and development.
In addition, Dixie State University got
$15 million in funding from Utah to build
an extension campus in Desert Color. The
university is set to purchase roughly 183 acres at
Desert Color and plans to use the land to house
its innovation, entrepreneurship and health
sciences programs.
“Dixie State University’s extension campus
will be twice the size of its current campus,”
says Ryan Coates, marketing manager for
Desert Color. “It is the fastest-growing
university in Utah.”
Of the development as a whole, Coates
says, “It’s a full-service community that’s cradle
to grave.”
INTERNET IS ESSENTIAL
By taking what it calls a thoughtful approach to
building out the community, Desert Color wants
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Desert Color is a 3,400-acre planned community in Utah that plans to build 11,000 homes.

With the real estate market
becoming more competitive, Desert
Color recognizes that residents expect
their internet connectivity to be ready
to use immediately when they move
into a new home. Unlike the days when
residents had long waits for cable or
telco technicians to install equipment
and activate service, the new, instant-on
approach means residents’ internet is
installed and configured in advance.
“When residents close the purchase
of a new home, they can call or log in
and flip on their broadband service,”
Coates says. “All the hardware is in
the house and it’s a quick setup, so
homeowners can immediately start
using broadband for work or play.”
He adds that Desert Color
was adamant that it needed to
find a bulk provider that would
give the development “a unique
value proposition.”

to stand out from other master-planned
communities. In addition to building
sustainably with a focus on community
and nature, it views providing highspeed, fiber-based internet connectivity
between residential neighborhoods and
commercial businesses as a key way to
distinguish itself.
At first, Desert Color had an
internet service provider on-site that
provided a temporary solution. But
the developers later decided to partner
with CenturyLink to offer highspeed, fiber-based internet access to
all residents, businesses and amenity
areas in the development. CenturyLink
transitioned residents and businesses
and made sure they were equipped and
had service available immediately. With
CenturyLink’s service, customers can
choose speeds ranging from 300 Mbps
up to 1 Gbps.
“We’re brand new and in 2021, you
have to have fiber,” Coates says.

PROPERTY OF THE MONTH HIGHLIGHTS
~ Desert Color in St. George, Utah ~
•
•
•
•
•
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VITAL STATISTICS
Property Description:
Desert Color is a master-planned
community on a 3,400-acre
property in southern Utah created
around a vision of sustainability
and community. It will feature
11,000 primary and secondary/
vacation residences, shopping,
dining, businesses, entertainment,
hospitality and recreational
development opportunities.
Demographics: Desert Color is
attracting a diverse demographic.
With apartments, condos, singlefamily residences and vacationrental-approved properties, it
attracts locals from the immediate
area and people from the West
Coast and northern Utah who can
now work from home.
Greenfield or retrofit: Greenfield

3,400-acre master-planned community
11,000 homes planned
180 acres of commercial space, 90 rental vacation units
Instant-on broadband service
300 Mbps up to 1 Gbps internet connectivity
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021

“We talked to multiple groups
locally and regionally that we felt could
handle a project this large in terms of
providing connectivity for residents
and guests,” Coates says. “Ultimately,
we felt that CenturyLink was the best
decision for us.”

Number of units: Currently, 150 units
are occupied; 11,000 doors are
approved in the master plan.
Style (High-rise/mid-rise/garden):
|
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addition to the service of their
provider of choice.
Is the point of contact for resident
technical support the property
manager, the service provider,
or a third party? CenturyLink
provides technical support.
BUSINESS
Which parts of the network does
the service provider own, and
which parts belong to the property
owner? The service provider
(CenturyLink) owns all the fiber
networks. The property owner owns
any copper run in the home.
Is there a bulk-service agreement?
If so, what services are included?
Can residents upgrade from
the bulk services? Desert Color
has a bulk internet agreement
with CenturyLink for the entire
community. Residents can upgrade
to faster speeds if they desire.

Desert Color offers instant-on internet from CenturyLink to all residents. Customers can choose
speeds ranging from 300 Mbps up to 1 Gbps.

MDUs and single-family homes and
180 acres of commercial space
Time to deploy: Desert Color will be
built out over the next 15 to 20 years.
Date services started being delivered:
October 2020
Did the property have any special
requirements? Desert Color was
adamant about partnering with
a bulk provider that could offer
residents instant-on internet. It
vetted several potential providers
before choosing CenturyLink.
LESSONS LEARNED
What feedback does the leasing/sales
office get from residents/guests?
Potential clients are enthusiastic
to find out that internet service
is built into their homeowners
association dues.
What was the biggest success?
CenturyLink did a phenomenal
job transitioning residents from
the previous (temporary) internet
service and quickly connecting
them. Utah is a hot real estate
market, so CenturyLink’s ability
to scale with the development was
very beneficial.
18
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What should other owners consider
before they start on a similar
deployment? When it comes to
bulk internet providers, it’s great
to have a provider in place before
anyone moves into a development.
That way, residents can activate
internet service as soon as they
move in.

TECHNOLOGY
Broadband architecture: Fiber to
the home
Where are ONTs placed? ONTs are
in low-voltage panels in garages
or laundry rooms, depending on
builder placement.

SERVICES

Technology used: GPON

Services offered or planned on the
network: CenturyLink will offer
high-speed internet access to all
residents and businesses. Customers
can choose speeds ranging from 300
Mbps to 1 Gbps.

Methods for running cables
between buildings. All build is
underground, mostly to singlefamily homes.
Vendors/products:
• Calix (ONT, OLT, Wi-Fi
modems)
• Corning (optical fiber)
• Clearfield (fiber drops) v

Provider choice:
CenturyLink, other providers
Do additional service providers
operate separate broadband
networks on the same property? Yes

Sean Buckley is
the editor in chief
of Broadband
Communities. He
can be reached at
sean@bbcmag.com.

On the network described, can
residents choose among multiple
service providers? If so, how?
Residents can choose their own
provider. However, if they choose
an internet provider other than
CenturyLink, they are still charged
for CenturyLink’s service in
|
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Building your business shouldn’t be a roll of the dice.
Improve your odds at The 2021 INCOMPAS Show.
Exclusive access to the top decision makers
Quality leads for buyers and sellers
Valuable networking opportunities

Get your seat at the table.
Visit SHOW.INCOMPAS.ORG

"DISH Fiber is a great selling point for our
property. Residents know they are saving
money on internet costs every month and
they get great service anywhere in the
building; we get 1GB/s anywhere from
the roof all the way to the basement!
Getting set up has been very simple for our
residents, they just sign up to receive
a password and then they’re good to go!"
—
Brandon N., Property Manager
The Tioga
Merced, CA

Increase revenue.
Amaze residents.
Gig-powered Wi - Fi & live streaming TV.
Instantly accessible. Property-wide. Always secure.
Experience DISH Fiber: A bulk Wi-Fi solution for multifamily
communities that creates revenue opportunities for owners
while keeping resident rates low.
DISH Fiber provides a premium connectivity experience that
residents can’t get with individual providers, including instant
access to secure, private networks upon move-in, gig speeds,
property-wide connectivity and 24 channels of live streaming TV.

Premium gig-powered Wi-Fi.

Secure, gig-enabled networks create a
connection where residents can shop, surf,
game and binge during peak hours with no
buffering, lag, data caps or interruptions.

Live streaming TV by OnStream.™

Offer a custom channel lineup of 24 popular
DISH channels for your residents to access
property-wide on their own browser-enabled
devices or through Amazon Fire TV.

Instantly accessible service.

DISH Fiber is ready and waiting, so your residents
can log on to their private Wi-Fi network and
watch live streaming TV as soon as they move in.

Easy entertainment upgrades.

Residents can easily upgrade programming
and entertainment equipment at reduced prices
— no term commitment, credit check or tech
appointments needed.

Property-wide connectivity.

Property-wide Wi-Fi & TV means residents
can securely access their own personal network
at the pool, in the business center, on the patio or
anywhere else on the property.

Visit us at BBC Summit | Booth #407
Learn more at dish.com/fiber.

BROADBAND APPLICATIONS

The Pandemic, Education and
Broadband: Lessons From SXSW EDU
Students, teachers and parents see the value robust broadband can bring to education.
By Rollie Cole / Sagamore Institute for Policy Research

Note: See all videos mentioned in this article on the SXSW EDU
YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/user/SXSWEDU/videos.

E

ducation, health care and entertainment
are the three biggest drivers of demand
for robust, universal broadband. And
optical fiber networks that reach all the way
to end users are, for most situations, the best
technology for robust broadband – now and
in the next few decades. SXSW EDU, the
education-focused smaller sibling of the huge
SXSW (South by Southwest) conference held
in Austin, Texas, each year, offered a number
of insights about the role of broadband in
education at the 2021 show. Here’s a look.
LESSON 1: A Huge Boost in Demand for
Robust Broadband
The biggest lesson from the 2021 conference is
the massive jump in the number of students,
teachers, parents and other stakeholders who
now see the value robust broadband brings to
education. Online education jumped five or
10 years’ worth almost overnight when school
closures and lockdowns started because of the
pandemic. Conference speakers predicted that
even after a “return to normal,” significant
online activity that did not exist before the
pandemic would remain. Congratulations to
the suppliers and other players installing fiber in
various communities; the pandemic has given
your sales efforts a huge boost.

22
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LESSON 2: More Complete
Understanding of the Digital Divide
A session involving public schools in Fairfax
County, Virginia, (see the video “Building a
Home-School Connection: Lessons Learned”)
focused on the three components of the
digital divide, which the pandemic made
glaringly obvious:
• Broadband Access: The U.S. is full of rural
and urban areas where robust broadband
is not available or affordable. According
to one estimate, 16 million K–12 students
were offline during stay-at-home orders (see
the videos “Tackling the Digital Divide”
and “Offline & Left Behind: The Lost
Generation”). In addition, many higher
education students who were sent home went
back to places and homes that were offline.
A twist to understanding access is
the growing importance of upstream
speeds. Working from home and remote
education spread out the timing of heavy
use among home end users; it was no
longer concentrated in the early evening, so
networks, for the most part, were already
scaled to handle it. But they were not scaled
to handle the large increase in uploads of
student and employee work and the realtime demands of online conferencing via
Zoom and other products. Often, two or
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more students or employees had
to be online from the same home
at the same time, adding to the
increased load.
• Knowledge: Many teachers,
students, parents and other people
lacked knowledge about getting
online and what being online could
do for them. The closure of schools
made the “what” clear: no education
except online. Therefore, everyone
scrambled to get online and learn
how to operate once there. Teachers
and faculty everywhere frantically
created online versions of lesson
plans (see the videos “Enrollment
Surge! Surviving & Thriving
in COVID-19” and “Tectonic
Mergers: Frictions in Music
Education”). Students scrambled to
learn how to get by (or even thrive)
in the new world (see the videos
“Zooming in on CS When You’re
All Zoom’d Out” and “Connecting
T(w)eens in Virtual Communities”).
One silver lining was the
discovery that for a significant
percentage of both students and
teachers, online was better than
in-class. SXSW EDU presenters
predicted that some remote
arrangements were almost certain
to continue once part-time and fulltime in-person classes resume for
most students.

2021 Launch Competition”). A few
offerings were so focused on students
that they did not even consider the role
of teachers.
• Devices: About 95 percent of
the population has online access
through a smartphone or its
equivalent. But these devices, with
small screens, small keyboards and
limited access to peripherals such
as printers, were not adequate for
educational purposes. Education
activities required something with
a “large-enough” screen and a
“large-enough” keyboard, such as
a mid-sized tablet, a Chromebook
or a full computer. Students who
lacked ready access to such a device,
preferably at home, struggled, even
if they had a sufficiently robust
connection and knew how to use it.
LESSON 3: Robust Broadband Is
Not a Cure-All
In several sessions, discussion focused
on issues that broadband can affect
only marginally. As the digital divide
shows, even if you build it, they may
not come because they lack knowledge
and devices. But even a system with
everyone online will still have issues with
discrimination, social and emotional
needs, choice of content, learning
styles, teaching styles and more (see the
video “A Trauma-Engaged, Culturally
Responsive District”).
Being online can help solve many
problems, but offers no guarantees.
For instance, one session focused on
how to address discrimination through
educational technology design (see the
video “Can We Design Bias Out of
EdTech?”). Consider the example of
voice recognition, which can be a
huge help for people learning to read.
One vendor is adding children’s voices
to the recognition engine; others
stressed the importance of handling
accents, dialects and variations in
syntax. Another example is studentby-student personalization. To be most
effective, personalization needs to
apply to cognitive learning styles and
many other social and emotional
attributes of the whole person,

A third element of knowledge
concerned the role of parents and
other caregivers. The pandemic drove
home how key parental involvement in
education is, yet I found no programs
or technology to help keep parents
involved in their children’s online
learning. I’m hopeful this will change.
Three years ago at the 2018 SXSW
EDU conference, I asked every vendor
of educational technology whether they
had thought about the role of parents/
caregivers and developed any special
features on interfaces for this role. Only
one, out of several dozen, had given
the topic any thought at all, and that
vendor was the only one with special
features for parents/caregivers. A review
of the launch competition for 2021 (all
10 finalists) suggests things have not
improved (see: “SXSW EDU Online
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021
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including attention to a student’s family
and community situation.
Another non-broadband issue
covered was nontraditional students,
especially at the higher-education level
but also often at the secondary-school
level (see the video “The ‘Kids’ Aren’t
Alright: Reinventing Higher Ed”).
Students today may be any age – even
seniors sometimes go back to get a
high school diploma or college degree.
They may work part-time or fulltime, including students in secondary
school. Some students aren’t academic
in the traditional sense, and instead
seek training in how to do something,
not how to study it (see the video
“Skills-based Hiring: Paradigm Shift
for Educators). Students may have no
interest in a degree per se, but intense
interest in credible proof they mastered
a particular subject or skill (see the
videos “Upskilling for the Future,”
“How Universities Can Power the
Future of Work” and “Standing Out in
Today’s College Admissions Process”).
Again, being online can help with
this – but offers no guarantees. The
internet can offer access to many new
content elements. One session concerned
the efforts to introduce students to
real public officials facing real public
problems – both passively, by watching
other students interview them, and
actively, by giving the students involved
a chance to submit their own questions
(see the video “Connected in Class: A
Starting Point & Close Up”).
This suggests that education’s job
is not done when everyone is online
with robust broadband and an adequate
device. The opportunities have
increased, but the students, teachers
and system as a whole still must act on
those opportunities. v
Rollie Cole is a
senior fellow for the
Sagamore Institute
for Policy Research.
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Gel Sealing Could Help Connect the
Next Billion Broadband Subscribers
Fiber-dense applications such as 5G and FTTH require changes in the outside plant that
can be solved with new gel sealing technology.
By Kristof Vastmans / CommScope

N

etwork connectivity has often been
called the fourth utility of the 21st
century. But even in the U.S., there’s
a long way to go in providing fast, reliable,
affordable internet access for everyone. This
became strikingly clear during the coronavirus
pandemic, when one in five school-aged
children lacked the high-speed connection
required to access lessons and other learning
materials during stay-at-home orders.
A 2020 study by the National Association
of Counties (NACo) estimated that 65 percent
of U.S. counties have average connection speeds
lower than the FCC’s definition of broadband.
The lack of accessible, affordable high-speed
broadband is global. According to Internet
World Stats, 42 percent of the world was not
yet connected to any type of broadband, as of
mid-2019.
Surprisingly, the key to solving this deficit –
on a global scale – could be a small, overlooked

New gel sealing technology will simplify
and accelerate fiber installation and
maintenance and allow global operators
without specialized personnel training to
perform installations.
24
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component in fiber network deployments: gel
sealing technology.
CONNECTING THE NEXT BILLION
Building out the infrastructure to connect
most of the world’s population will involve a
massive amount of new fiber. An analysis by
the consulting firm Deloitte estimates that the
U.S. requires an investment of $130 to $150
billion in fiber infrastructure over the next five
to seven years to adequately support broadband
competition, rural coverage and wireless
densification.
The focus on connecting unserved and
underserved areas and preparing for fiberdense applications means significant changes
in the outside plant. New topologies, such
as distributed access architectures and fiber
indexing drop strategies, are leading to increases
in deployment and application diversity. But
at the same time, the labor pool of skilled fiber
technicians able to execute these new strategies
is drying up. The bottom line is that building a
fiber broadband backbone for the 21st century
requires more than addressing the “what” –
operators must tackle the “how.”
SPLICING IS KEY
As operators plan their fiber networks of
the future, they contend with the following
questions: How can they roll out more
infrastructure faster and more reliably? How
can they ensure it is agile and easily expandable
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The new technology also addresses
an important challenge for installers
and network operators: installation
expertise. Traditional rubber and some
TPE gel sealing systems rely on an
installer’s experience to achieve the
right amount of compression – closing
gaps to cover extremes of the cable
diameter range – to create barriers for
minimizing sealant exposure against
aggressive media when activating
the seal. The process adds time to
the installation and maintenance
process, but more importantly requires
specialized personnel training to ensure
it’s done correctly. With the Octopus
Gel sealing system, the sealant by itself
acts as a barrier to fluid (aggressive)
media and the system embeds features
to control the compression and
unwanted gaps.
It can be deployed throughout
the feeder/distribution and drop
network and can accommodate a
wide variety of cable sizes and jacket
thicknesses. The design also makes it
suitable for aerial, ground level and
below-grade applications.
With spliced network connections
around the world set to skyrocket, this
new gel sealing technology will simplify
and accelerate new fiber installation
and maintenance and allow global
operators without specialized personnel
training to perform installations.
This benefits operators with reduced
total cost of ownership coupled with
enhanced quality standards across
the network.
Today, there are more sealing
options than ever, and each has an
important role to play in safeguarding
the entire network. v

In CommScope’s Octopus Gel sealing system, the sealant by itself acts as a barrier to fluid
(aggressive) media and the system embeds features to control the compression and
unwanted gaps.

and upgradable? How do they make it
easier to repair when needed?
Wherever fibers need to be
aggregated, branched or accessed in the
outside plant, fiber splice closures are
used to house and protect the splices
and manage fiber cables. As networks
extend farther out in the last mile,
they require a great deal of flexibility
and accessibility to connect to homes,
buildings, wireless base stations and
other nodes.
These splice points must support a
significant number of ﬁber connections,
access points and flexibility nodes and
allow operators to test and diagnose
their networks and make frequent
alterations. The design of the fiber
splice closure and the way it is sealed
have the power to revolutionize the
extensibility of this vital connection in
the network.

Until very recently, there were
three main types of seal technologies
applied in harsh environments: heat
shrink, rubber seals (or grommets),
and thermoplastic elastomer (TPE)
gel. Each of these has distinct tradeoffs, but their goal is to allow multiple
wiring configurations and enable
repeated entry, as simply as possible,
while providing a robust, reliable seal.
Also, because of restrictions governing
the use of heat – for example, heat
shrink applied with a torch – near
utility infrastructure, as well as the cost
and training associated with these hot
applied sealing methods, cold sealing
technologies are the preferred method
to enable broader deployments.
In 2020, CommScope material
scientists announced a fourth
technology – silicone gel – that is
even more conformable and resilient
than TPE. The silicone gel allows a
single seal to cover a wider diameter
range of cables. CommScope offers
this gel sealing system compound
under the brand name Octopus Gel.
The Octopus Gel sealing system is
part of the NOVUX ecosystem and
product architecture.

GEL UNLOCKS GROWTH
As global operators push fiber
deeper, and the performance of fiber
technology grows increasingly sensitive
to splice closure contamination, reliable
cold sealing technology is becoming a
crucial focal point of new deployments.
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021
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The Death of the Cable Modem
Could emerging fiber-to-the-home innovations such as 10 Gbps and 25 Gbps PON
finally make copper-based coax cabling as antiquated as the Wright Flyer?
By Mark Scifres / Pavlov Media

T

echnological revolutions don’t happen all
at once. It often takes the combination
of several distinct and separate
advancements to cause permanent disruptions
in the marketplace.
Consider the evolution of commercial flight.
In 1903, the Wright brothers relied on wooden
frames and propellers, hardly suitable for
mainstream commercial flights as people know
them today. Throughout World Wars I and II,
metal frames slowly replaced wooden frames,
but jet engines remained uncommon until
the early 1950s. Only when jet engines were
combined with the improved metal frames did
the high-volume, commercial airline industry
take off. Once the new jetliners became
commonplace, the old metal frame propeller
planes disappeared quickly from the market.
This type of transformation is about to
happen to the telecommunications industry
when it comes to data services. Over the next
decade, the preferred, dominant internet
delivery product to the home will be 10 Gbps
fiber to the home (FTTH) with standardization
of 25 Gbps within three years. Put it another
way: Copper-based coax cabling is on its way to
becoming as antiquated as the Wright Flyer.
A FAMILIAR TRANSITION
The impending obsolescence of copper-based
coax and hybrid fiber coax (HFC) should be easy
to spot for anyone who knows telecom history.
Twisted pair type-2 phone wires and dial-up
modems were the most common way to connect
to the internet from home until copper-based
coax wiped them out. The same fate now awaits
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coax-copper and HFC copper connections
thanks to advances in fiber delivery technologies.
The costs for copper are higher than fiber in
any new municipal construction, city, business
or multiple-dwelling-unit (MDU) property.
Fiber is more resilient to the elements, reducing
the costs to repair and replace damaged lines.
Copper will be relegated to simply powering
devices in homes. But most important, physics
dictates that copper wires can’t keep up with
fiber when fiber’s full potential is unleashed.
CAN FIBER GET ANY BETTER?
It is becoming common knowledge that fiber
has more capacity than copper lines, but just
how much better can fiber get? The maximum
capacity of fiber optics today is 319 Tbps on
one strand with four cores and 552 wavelengths
per core. Akamai, the world’s largest and most
sophisticated edge platform, has 300-plus taps
worldwide and capacity across 4,100 locations.
That means, all things being equal, all hosted
Akamai content could be connected on
one strand of fiber instead of across those
4,100 locations.
The big, Tier-1, long-haul carriers and major
content providers, such as Google, Facebook
and Akamai, are driving investments in longhaul fiber capacity because of how disruptive it
is to long-haul operations and content hosting.
This will have positive effects on reducing the
amount of power it takes to run the internet –
in the Akamai example, imagine going from
powering 4,100 locations to one.
HFC HITS SPECTRUM LIMITS
All networks are built upon physics, and
physics is ultimately what drives the economic
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SPECIFICATION

SPECTRUM RANGE

MAXIMUM DOWN

ACTUAL DOWN

PROBLEM

DOCSIS 3.1

0 to 1.2 Gigahertz

10 Gigabit

~ 5 Gigabit

Not enough spectrum
available for data channels
vs. users per node.

DOCSIS 4.0

0 to 1.8 Gigahertz

10 Gigabit

~ 8 Gigabit

More spectrum, new
amplifiers, and taps are
needed for new electronics.
Not faster down.

Cable Modem Download Speeds

SPECIFICATION

UPPER FREQUENCY MAXIMUM UPLOAD

ACTUAL DOWN

PROBLEM

DOCSIS 3.1

1.2 Gigahertz

2 Gigabit

~1 Gigabit

Not enough spectrum
available for data channels
vs. users per node.

DOCSIS 4.0

1.8 Gigahertz

6 Gigabit

~ 3 Gigabit

More spectrum, new
amplifiers and taps are
needed new electronics. Not
much faster up.

Cable Modem Upload Speeds

decisions of which products grow in
the marketplace and which products
go the way of the dodo bird. Coax
amplifiers are limited by cost to less
than 2 GHz because of a need for rare
Earth materials to support reasonable
performance above 2 GHz. Cable
companies have tried to go higher,
but it is too much work and too
expensive to keep the signals “clean”
in the real world.
The result: Cable companies are
trying to “make do” in their technical
specifications by increasing compression,
which causes higher latency in devices
(makes them slower) relative to fiber.
That is primarily why there is a
maximum down vs. actual down speed.
Table 1 shows the current DOCSIS
3.1 spec and future DOCSIS 4.0 spec.
Games such as this existed before – there
was no effective increase in performance
with DSL services over telephone lines
near the end of their useful lives.
Cable companies are adding
spectrum to try to have faster uploads.
With fiber GPON, it’s possible to
simply use a different color of light for
upload vs. download and have as much
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021

performance as desired without any
resistance or compression. The fiber
splitters are cheaper and require no
maintenance or power.
TECHNOLOGY REPLACING
CABLE MODEMS
Three technologies could make
trouble for the future of cable modem
technology:
• 25GS-PON Standard and
New ASIC Chipsets: Hardware
manufacturers agree with strategies
that play to fiber’s strengths and
have shown that support by ratifying
the 25GS-PON standard, rated at
25 Gbps down and 25 Gbps up. This
specific capacity was chosen because
the data center teams at Google,
Facebook and Amazon pushed their
hardware teams for a faster ASIC
designed for 28 Gbps SERDES so
their data centers could reduce the
number of computers needed. This
saves power. SERDES ASIC chips
take parallel data and serialize it
onto a network and deserialize it
back into parallel data for the server
or switch memory. They interleave
four 28-gigabit SERDES of these
|
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chips into one 100-gigabit Ethernet
port on modern data-center
switches that can plug into a server.
Leveraging these high-production
ASICS and optics for 25GS-PON
saves a lot of money.
• Switches: Data-center and
hardware teams also have been
innovating packet processors,
a segment long dominated by
Broadcom. Nvidia, Marvel,
Innovium, Intel and others are
working on or already shipping
CPU/DPU/FPGA and ASIC
solutions to build new network
switches that can process 100, 200,
400 and 800-gigabit speeds per port.
• Customer Premise Equipment
(CPE): The CPE market is also
racing forward. Comcast and a
consortium of companies put
together an open-source software
initiative called RDK – a Linux
build with specialty controls for
network providers to manage
devices, such as gateways, IPTV settop boxes and mesh access points.
Sharing code between hardware
vendors should help keep the costs
BRO A D BA N D CO MMU N I T I ES
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down for the hardware and help
mitigate future software security
risks because network operators
can patch the code if needed,
unlike closed source code. These
new devices are being designed for
10-gigabit XGS-PON today and
likely will be ported to 25GS-PON
within the next few years now
that the protocol has been ratified.
They will have 10-gigabit Ethernet
in the home and, hopefully, some
25-gigabit Ethernet ports as well.
IS COPPER OBSOLETE?
Physics, adjacent technological
innovations and a public hungry for
fiber will eventually bring about the end
of copper-based coax, but fiber optic
ISPs can do some things to help realize
this future quickly. ISPs should publicly
support new standards that seek to
maximize the potential of fiber, such as
the 25GS-PON hardware standard.

The broadband industry should
push Ethernet switch vendors harder on
LAN considerations, particularly when
it comes to CPE. The mass production
of 10-gigabit copper mini switches
is long overdue. Unfortunately, it is
easier and cheaper to support USB 3.1
connectivity in the home at 20 gigabits
per second, soon to be 40 gigabits per
second, than to get reasonably priced
managed ASIC mini switch chips for
10-gigabit Ethernet. As an industry,
ISPs need to push manufacturers to
build these products for homes to break
past the limits of copper cable modems.
The fiber broadband industry must
play to its infrastructure’s strengths
(higher peak speeds, more reliability,
lower latency) and deliver products
traditional copper infrastructure
providers or wireless providers, both
cellular and space-based, cannot match.
Fiber operators should take more
market share; depreciate electronics
over a longer depreciation cycle; reduce
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operating costs for churn, network
utilization and replacement costs; and
invent new revenue streams that can
take advantage of fiber’s increased
network capacities.
In short, the industry should
sell 10-gigabit services to homes
immediately and price them for
consumers as entry-level products –
at these speeds, there is no cable
competition. There’s plenty of upside in
the fiber future for upsells above that
speed – cable companies, cellular and
the space industries do not have that
advantage. Let’s visit them in a museum
along with some propeller airplanes. v
Mark Scifres is the
CEO of Pavlov
Media.
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The Turn-Key Solution for Broadband Network Infrastructure
How the landscape of a massively fragmented industry is changing for the better
In 2020, many consumers shifted their perspective
on high-speed, broadband connection from a
convenient feature of modern life to an absolute
necessity. But this industry has long been
experiencing the rising demand for fiber – and the
design-build services required to make network
expansion a reality.
The telecommunications industry is highly
fragmented. Beside the big players, there are
thousands of small contractors across the country
that play a key part in building our nation’s
broadband infrastructure. This fragmentation
creates significant cost and schedule risk for the
end customer. Consolidating critical services
into a single, turn-key platform is the solution to
overcoming the downfalls of fragmentation. It is
also the key to operating at scale. The future of
our nation’s broadband network requires operators
who can execute projects from end to end.
End-To-End Capabilities
Few companies operating at scale can selfperform both engineering and construction
services. Turn-key companies provide a diverse
and comprehensive suite of capabilities under a
unified platform. This structure produces seamless
integration at every project phase and an aligned
organizational vision. Collaboration and innovation
are bred in organizations like these.
End-to-end service providers specialize in
integrated project delivery – from concept through
network go-live, which leads to faster returns on
customer investment than the traditional designbid-build method. Customers receive early-stage,
accurate cost data, overall budget management
and, ultimately, cost reductions because of this
integrated model. National material buying power

www.Congruex.com

also plays a role in controlling costs, an especially
critical advantage in our current economic climate.
Further operational risk is minimized by controlling
scope and schedule as well as mitigating conflict
between design and build entities.
Safety is another important consideration. For
turn-key operators, a strong commitment to
safety excellence spans across the unified
project approach and is ingrained within the
company culture as a core value. Best-in-class
safety programs and management plans ensure
the health of personnel and environmental
compliance.
Technology & Data Innovation
Innovation is threaded through the DNA of the
most successful turn-key companies. Due to vast
expertise and resources residing under one roof,
cutting-edge technology is fully embraced and
the power to build proprietary software exists.
This can include enhanced GIS capabilities or
state-of-the-art back-office systems. Disparate
data from business systems such as design,
construction, finance, CRM and human resources
are centralized in Congruex’s exclusive cloudbased shared services platform. This single
source of truth provides total transparency for key
stakeholders, enabling data-driven, agile business
decisions. These solutions maximize productivity,
reduce operational cost and offset supply chain
increases.

720-826-4327

Michael White is Senior Vice
President of Sales and Marketing
for Congruex. For more
information or to schedule a time
to connect at the BBC Summit,
email mwhite@congruex.com.
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Networks Built Better.
Congruex is streamlining the way networks are built. We offer the full breadth of
disciplines required for builds under a single umbrella.

Our Footprint

“We are seeing unprecedented
demand that is only going to
increase. Congruex continuously
generates creative solutions
for our customers of all sizes to
deliver network build solutions
across the US.”
- Bill Beans, Co-Founder,
President & CEO of Congruex

Our Services

Network Design &
Engineering

Aerial & Underground
Construction

Network Relocation

Wireless
Connectivity Services

One organization. One Congruex.
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THE DIGITAL DIVIDE

Closing the Digital Divide Requires
Expanded Skilled Workforce
Multiple strategies are helping overcome the fiber workforce shortage that could slow
broadband expansion.
By Bruce Forey / BroadMax Group

F

east or famine is how one hiring
professional describes maintaining a
workforce these days in the very robust
fiber broadband industry. Driven by the stay-athome orders of the pandemic, broadband sales
continue to accelerate at an impressive pace.
Leichtman Research Group (LRG) reported 4.8
million subscribers were added in 2020.
During the second quarter of 2021, the
largest cable and wireline phone providers in
the U.S. – representing about 96 percent of the
market – acquired about 890,000 net additional
broadband internet subscribers. Despite this
positive trend, millions of Americans still lack
access to fast, reliable internet.
Support dollars to close the digital divide in
rural and urban areas and the reality that fast,
reliable internet service is not a luxury but a
necessity in the ever-connected world, is fueling
the fiber broadband boom across all sectors of
the industry. On the national level, programs
such as the Rural Digital Opportunity Fund
are helping fund the buildouts. The $1.2
trillion Bipartisan Infrastructure Framework
bill currently has $65 billion dollars earmarked
for broadband expansion. States and local
municipalities are in the game with various
forms of support dollars and incentives.
Like the race to connect the U.S. through
the railroad system, the race to close the digital
divide needs lots of workers to get the job done,
sooner rather than later. Many positions in fiber
network construction require a particular skill
set for workers to be job-ready and minimize
32
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mistakes. The skills aren’t hard to acquire but
are specific and often learned through some
form of on-the-job training. There can be
inconsistencies with that approach, particularly
with standards and length of training.
FBA’S NATIONAL PROGRAM
The Fiber Broadband Association (FBA) – the
industry’s leading advocacy organization –
announced in July the launch of a national
program to address this need. The Optical
Telecom Installation Certification (OpTIC)
program is a curriculum designed by leading
experts in the fiber community to quickly scale
technical education, fill the existing fiber skills
gap and accelerate fiber deployments across
North America.
“We’re at a historic high level of investment
for broadband. With all that capex investment,
you look at the workforce development, and
you’re going to grow,” says Gary Bolton,
CEO of the FBA. “We saw a big hole in the
industry – [a lack of] highly qualified fiber optic
technicians. The FBA started to look at how we
are going to get boots on the ground to get all
this fiber deployed.”
The OpTIC program was developed by
members of the FBA’s Education Subcommittee
and Deployment Specialists Committee.
The group wanted a curriculum that taught
standardized procedures required for today’s
fiber-to-the-home deployments, including
fiber handling, splicing, testing, and premise
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STRUCTURED ON-THE-JOB
TRAINING
Other certification programs are
available in the industry. One of
the longest operating is a training
course developed by the Fiber Optics
Association (FOA), a professional
organization and certifying body for
fiber optics, established in 1995 by a
group of trainers from the industry and
Jim Hayes, the organization’s president.
The FOA is a nonprofit organization
chartered to promote professionalism
in fiber optics through education,
certification and standards.
Like the FBA’s OpTIC program, the
FOA doesn’t provide classes but instead
offers its training course to about 200
affiliated schools in 40 countries. In the
U.S., the curriculum is also approved
by the U.S. Department of Labor.
Instructors at these schools teach FOA
material. Student work is submitted for
review and certification by the FOA.
To date, the organization has issued
more than 84,500 certifications. The
FOA website also contains pages of
educational materials and videos to
enhance learning across fiber skill sets.
Hayes maintains that learning
to work with fiber in the field is not
difficult, nor does it take weeks to
gain proficiency if it’s taught correctly.
With a long track record of success,
he’s confident the FOA model of
convenient, online access instruction
at no cost makes sense for most of the
fiber industry.

deployment skills. The idea is to offer
students training through a local
community or technical college,
partnered with a service provider,
to equip them with an industryapproved set of skills. OpTIC
offers this knowledge and skill base
through a curriculum consisting of
144 hours of combined class and lab
courses followed by a 2,000-hour
apprenticeship. The curriculum is fully
approved and recognized by the U.S.
Department of Labor.
“There is a shortage of qualified
fiber workers, and many different types
of organizations with different levels
of experience are deploying fiber. It
made a lot of sense to put together a
program,” says Mark Boxer, OFS and
FBA Board Liaison to the Education
Subcommittee. “Ultimately, what we’re
trying to do is … increase the pool of
available and qualified [workers] and do
that as quickly as we can.”
Wilson Community College in
Wilson, North Carolina, will be the
first to pilot the OpTIC curriculum.
Boxer says there will be a fee to enroll
in the program but the exact price
point hasn’t been determined.
“Many training programs are more
expensive, relying on employers to
pay for the training,” he says. “This
program is designed to be less expensive
and expose people who may not know
about the potential careers available in
the fiber world.”
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021
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“If you have ever worked with fiber
contractors, you probably understand
how they work. They use lots of
subcontractors locally, and many of
those are always moving around from
job to job, so the idea of committing
to a long-term course at a college seems
far-fetched,” Hayes says. “What they do
like, and what we work with them on,
is structured on-the-job training using
the FOA’s Fiber U online self-study
programs. Contractors and workers like
this approach because it fits their way of
working and, being an FOA program,
it’s free.”
READY-TRAINED CANDIDATES
Whether certification comes from the
FOA or the FBA’s OpTIC curriculum,
fiber workforce recruiters will likely
agree that more training options are
good – if they implement accepted
industry standards and best practices.
Congruex is a multinational
organization that specializes in
broadband network construction
and engineering. The company
supports service providers across
the U.S. It offers clients an array of
broadband-related support in network
design, engineering, construction
and maintenance. With more than
3,800 employees and up to 40,000
active projects underway nationwide,
Congruex is constantly looking for
talent, especially in feast mode.
“We hire telecom talent from
A to Z. We’re talking construction
BRO A D BA N D CO MMU N I T I ES
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and engineering, and within the
construction realm, this includes
everything from general labor and
underground work, to aerial work,
fiber splicing and more,” says Christine
Havey, senior director of people services
at Congruex. “On the engineering
side, we’re always looking for people
with drafting design skills and local
permitting knowledge. We also
have an area of the business that
requires advanced civil engineering
experience and licensed professional
engineers (PEs).”
As with many fiber broadband
design-build companies, Congruex has
in-house training programs to develop
new and existing team members in
all areas of its operation. But, having
more candidates ready-trained is
something the company would
welcome. In fact, Congruex is actively
working with and seeking more schools
across the nation to recruit graduating
students right into fiber-based careers.
With a footprint that extends across
the U.S., the job opportunities for new
graduates are plentiful.
“We would definitely benefit from
outside training and certification
programs and are certainly open to
it,” says Ryan Murphy, manager of
people services at Congruex. “On
the engineering side, we have yet to
find a certification program or school
that does design, permitting, drafting
or field engineering. If that existed,
we certainly would be interested in
that as well. Those people have been
somewhat difficult to find because
of the high demand right now to fill
those positions.”
Trade schools or two-year colleges
are options to provide education for fiber
engineering–oriented careers. However,
few across the country offer this type of
curriculum or degree. Currently, there’s
not a concerted industry-level effort
to develop these programs at higher
education institutions. More commonly,
it’s left to individual communities to
work with local schools to offer these
types of classes and drive awareness of
the opportunities.
“At Congruex, we are starting to
partner with schools that offer courses
and degrees for what we do, but few
exist on the engineering side,” Murphy

says. “I think it’d be great to have
more options to help develop talent for
our industry.”
Tom Tunstall, senior research
director of economics and public
policy at the University of Texas
at San Antonio, says these tailored
educational opportunities are successful
in supporting local industries.
“Universities, in particular, are
well-positioned. They’re doing things
such as reverse credentialing, [in which]
work done in the four-year university
can count toward a student’s associate
degree or vocational degree,” he says.
“In San Antonio, Toyota and Alamo
Colleges work together all the time
on programs to develop skill sets and
certifications [Toyota] needs. I think
telecom companies will be doing some
of that too, because not every career
requires a four-year degree.”
With a focus on educating more
fiber-ready workers, the industry still
must deal with fierce competition
among employers to recruit and retain
their workers. Company representatives
report instances of competitors
attempting to poach their workforces.
The lure of a dollar more per hour is
often all it takes for an employee to
leave for the company across town.
“We’ve recently updated our offering
because the market is so competitive.
Most companies now counter-offer their
employees if they’re getting headhunted.
Everybody has to step it up when it
comes to compensation benefits offered,”
says Murphy. “Just like in any industry,
people go where they’re taken care of,
and Congruex takes that very seriously.”
Tunstall adds that the pandemic
economy and subsequent labor shortage
created somewhat of a reckoning for
companies and what they pay their
frontline workers. In economies past,
he says management was rewarded
with greater compensation while hourly
workers saw their pay stay stagnant.
“If you look at the returns since the
1970s, related to increased productivity,
most of those gains have gone to
investors or senior management, not
workers. If the minimum wage kept
up with productivity increases, then it
would be well north of $25 an hour,”
Tunstall says. “Certain segments of
society have been well rewarded by the
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productivity gains since the ’70s, but
rank-and-file workers have not been
among them. The federal relief package
wasn’t necessarily intended to address
the minimum wage issue. However, it’s
having some of that impact, which I
think is long overdue.”
DRIVING AWARENESS
Higher wages are only part of the
hiring puzzle. Fiber broadband
companies also must drive awareness
that the fiber industry is an excellent
career move. Havey finds that
workers sometimes don’t have a clear
understanding of the tremendous
growth happening throughout the
industry. More marketing effort
is going toward touting the career
opportunities in the fiber industry.
“Part of our strategy is social media.
We are trying to bring awareness
to future talent that we connect
communities and people through the
work that we do,” says Havey.
So, how can companies keep the
fiber workforce they worked hard
to recruit and develop? Competitive
pay is a must along with excellent
work cultures.
“People need to feel valued. Really
making sure your employees feel
recognized through a structured rewards
and recognition program,” Havey says.
“There’s value in creating a culture
where your workers want to stay and not
leave for one dollar more at a competitor
that maybe doesn’t have programs in
place around people and culture.”
Building a fiber workforce is more
challenging than ever. This issue will
be discussed at a special panel session
at the 2021 Broadband Communities
Summit in Houston, September 27–30.
Industry experts will explain in more
detail smart strategies to recruit and
train the A-to-Z workforce needed to
close the digital divide. v
Bruce Forey is
the founder of
the BroadMax
Group. He can be
reached at bruce@
broadmaxgroup.
com.
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THE DIGITAL DIVIDE

Connecting the
Caribbean’s Unconnected
Submarine cable networks can help address the challenges and opportunities in
providing robust broadband in the Caribbean.
By Andy Bax / Seaborn Networks

T

he nations of the Caribbean region are
among the most isolated, with countries
scattered across an area of more than
2.75 million square kilometers. The majority
are small, developing countries that have greater
internet connectivity challenges than mainland
nations. Limited connectivity poses societal
challenges and hinders economic growth
and the development of a robust, sustainable,
enterprise-driven market.
Just as nations were beginning to invest
significant capital in broadband infrastructure
developments, COVID-19 crippled the
Caribbean, along with the rest of Latin
America. Some would argue the region was
hit harder than other parts of the world. The
pandemic highlighted the need for critical
infrastructure and connectivity around the
globe, especially for island nations.

In Caribbean island nations, there is
greater need for digital access to enable
distance learning, telemedicine, financial
transactions and public services. The
effort to provide adequate broadband has
gained some traction this year.
36
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The developed world enjoys seamless
connectivity with low access costs. In contrast,
in the Caribbean, there is greater need for
digital access to enable distance learning,
telemedicine, financial transactions and public
services – which is expensive. The requirement
for infrastructure advancements and more
investment is particularly important for the
region as it gears up for 4G expansion in its
continued buildout of current networks and for
securing a 5G spectrum for the next generation
of telecom requirements.
Broadband connectivity is undoubtedly
a cornerstone in promoting the continued
socioeconomic development in the Caribbean,
specifically concerning internet infrastructure
and access services. Broadband can provide
telecom (voice and text messaging) services
and the necessary bandwidth for streaming,
gaming and enterprise services, such as banking
and corporate financial transactions critical for
economic growth.
The effort to provide adequate
broadband gained some traction this
year as some Caribbean nations restarted
economic development plans that include
telecommunications infrastructure rollouts
from years before 2020. In these plans, fixed
broadband leads growth, mostly supported by
the expansion of fiber optic networks. Even
so, for the Caribbean, unique challenges to
accessing 21st-century networks on an equal,
sustainable basis remain.

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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Undersea cable storage

Undersea cable

ADDRESSING UNIQUE
CHALLENGES
As a region, the Caribbean has a
population of more than 60 million
people. If it were a single country
or several countries connected by
land, then developing a competitive,
sustainable telecom environment
would be a certainty and would
have happened many years ago.
But that’s not the case. The Caribbean
is a region of more than 30 nationstates, the vast majority of which
are isolated from their neighbors
by the ocean.
Most Caribbean nations do not
have a viable business model they can
use to build international access lines
to the rest of the world. The nations’
differing priorities and urgent local
requirements have made collaborating
on gaining international connectivity
almost impossible.

upload speeds in the Caribbean tend
to be lower – usually, a small fraction
of the maximum download speed
advertised. This means that the quality
of videoconferencing, cloud-based
applications and gaming can be poor
and inconsistent.
Coverage also remains a challenge.
For fixed-line broadband, the quality
of service and the download speeds
available are consistently lower in rural
areas than in more heavily populated
Caribbean towns and cities.
The cost of basic international
internet access for local operators is a
key driver of both challenges. When
capacity is insufficient and service is
prohibitively expensive on a wholesale
basis, it limits the access speeds and
quality of service local operators can
provide. In places where international
access is a major drain on the financial
resources of local operators with a
limited customer base, the ability
to deploy capital toward network
improvements and expansion into rural
areas is also restricted.

SPEED AND COVERAGE
The biggest shortcomings of mobile
and fixed-line broadband services today
are what they have always been: speed
and coverage. When it comes to speed,
there can be a wide disparity between
the maximum speed advertised for
a fixed broadband internet plan and
what customers experience. Second,
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021

to improve competition and facilitate
investment. Currently, only a handful
of countries still have monopolistic
telecom environments. Most have
deregulated their sectors but may still
lack true market competition.
Caribbean governments have
made some headway in recent
years in supporting the development
of broadband networks to meet
their countries’ requirements for
consumers and enterprises. As a
result, the policy environment
required to enable the development
and use of internet infrastructure –
particularly legal frameworks that
promote affordable services via healthy
competition – is underdeveloped in
most countries and still focuses only
on basic voice communications.

COMPETITION-DRIVEN
REGULATIONS
The Caribbean has experienced ongoing
changes in telecom regulations, with
national regulators focused on efforts
|
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CALLING FOR COOPERATION
Intergovernmental cooperation
and leadership are key to
delivering sustainable, high-quality
telecommunications infrastructure in
the Caribbean. Private enterprise in
the region is ill-equipped to deliver
the next-generation network needed
across the region to address the
basic communications needs of the
population and drive local and regional
cloud adoption to deliver educational,
BRO A D BA N D CO MMU N I T I ES
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health and social improvements to a
region financially and socially scarred
by the pandemic of the past 18 months.
The development of a Caribbeanwide network by the region and for
the region can be a reality in today’s
communications landscape. The
cooperation of Caribbean nations in
developing, implementing and operating
a regionwide communications network
can enable regional and international
development banks and organizations to
support the effort.
Sustainable economic development
for the region depends heavily on its
ability to communicate globally on an
equal footing with the developed world.
With such a large number of islandbased nations involved, cooperation
and an integrated approach across
regional governments offer the only
realistic chance of success.

Now is the time for Caribbean governments
to replace the region’s aging communications
infrastructure. Submarine cables are one of the
most environmentally friendly platforms to
deliver sustainable growth and development
across countries, regions and continents.

OPEN-ACCESS
INFRASTRUCTURE
Enhanced connectivity and direct
access to international communications
gateways can provide low-latency routes
with enhanced data delivery and IP and
Ethernet services to consumers. This
could increase subscriber growth and
broaden opportunities for Caribbean
nations. According to industry reports,
consumer spending on telecom services
and devices is under pressure because
of large-scale job losses and the
subsequent restriction on disposable
incomes. However, the essential nature
of telecom services, both for general
communication and as a tool for remote
work and entrepreneurial ventures,
could even out these pressures.
For internet infrastructure, most
Caribbean countries are currently
served through what effectively is a
monopolistic environment, in which
the dominant local service provider
is also the owner and operator of the
only fiber-based international access to
the country. Within this framework,
the number of cables landing in any
specific island nation is irrelevant if
the framework doesn’t exist in the
local market for open access and equal
opportunities for competition.
Most submarine fiber cables serving

the Caribbean are more than 20 years
old. The cost to replace these networks
with infrastructure for the next
generation is beyond the capabilities
of even the most dominant providers
in the market. Urgent action is required
to ensure that the Caribbean doesn’t
fall further behind in the quest for
digital equality.
Leveraging a whole-government
approach across the region to put in
place the critical infrastructure for
the next 20 to 30 years with equal
and open access for all operators and
providers will rebalance the technical
capabilities of every nation involved.
Local service providers will be able
to concentrate all efforts and capital
on delivering better services across a
broader customer base, including rural
and underserved areas – without the
necessity of passing those costs on to
end users.
The gap between the haves and the
have nots has never been as starkly
apparent as during the pandemic of
the past 18 months. The ability to
communicate with family, colleagues,
customers and the government is a
basic right that many people in the
Caribbean have been denied simply
because technology let them down.
Key to bridging that gap is
a sustainable communications
infrastructure platform that delivers
internet to people’s homes and
businesses and stimulates local
entrepreneurs to look beyond their
national borders. The Caribbean needs
a regionwide network that creates the
environment for cultural, educational
and health-based initiatives without
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damaging the environment and
exacerbating climate change. It needs
a network that enables governments to
work collectively in pursuit of better
health care, education, data privacy and
local and regional cloud initiatives to
support the fundamental needs of the
region’s people.
Submarine cables are one of
the most environmentally friendly
platforms to deliver sustainable growth
and development across countries,
regions and continents. Now is the time
for the governments of the Caribbean
to step forward and take on the
challenge of replacing the region’s aging
international infrastructure. If they do,
they will no doubt receive the support
they need to financially and technically
achieve their goals.
Think of this as the modern version
of “one small step for mankind.” That
first step is as simple as reaching out
to neighboring governments with
the same challenges and aspirations
and starting a dialogue. Is it an easy
problem to fix? No. But if the past year
and a half has taught anything, it’s that
government plays a vital role when it
comes to fixing problems that are too
big and difficult for people to take on
by themselves. v
Andy Bax is the
COO of Seaborn
Networks,
which operates
and maintains
submarine and
terrestrial cable
infrastructure.
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Fiber Connect 2021: A Focus on Fiber,
Open Access, Community Broadband
And Public-Private Partnerships
The Fiber Broadband Association’s annual conference,
Fiber Connect, held in Nashville in July, showcased
many fiber community success stories and a variety of
innovations that promise to expand fiber deployment.
As one of the telecom industry’s first in-person trade
shows since the pandemic began, it highlighted
fiber’s role as the preferred way of delivering
symmetrical broadband speeds, state and federal
funding mechanisms, open-access, fiber-to-the-home
(FTTH) networks and pricing. It also brought to light
how broadband newcomers, particularly municipal
broadband providers, need to overcome political and
lobbying challenges from incumbents and think tanks,
and the significance of public-private partnerships.
By Sean Buckley / Broadband Communities

California Makes Multibillion Broadband Bet

L

ocal community broadband efforts
are all about bringing new broadband
opportunities to communities whose
broadband options historically were lacking.
One state tackling this head-on is California,
which is on track to have one of the largest
open-access networks in the country.
Earlier this year, California set aside $6 billion
in what’s known as the “broadband trailer”
bill. It allocates $3.25 billion to build middle-
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mile networks, which connect the last mile to
internet and content hub sites in underserved
and unserved areas.
California also set aside $2 billion for
last-mile lines in rural and urban areas to
connect consumers’ homes and businesses
with local networks. In addition, the state
will create a broadband “czar” and a ninemember council within the California
Department of Technology.

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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A key collaborator in the
California plan is the Rural County
Representatives of California (RCRC),
an organization of 37 rural counties.
During the “Public Officials Forum”
keynote panel at Fiber Connect, Barbara
Hayes, chief economic development
officer for the RCRC, told attendees
that the group will help its rural
members take advantage of the state’s
new broadband funds.
“California has set up a low-loss
reserve fund local governments can tap
[…] to issue tax-exempt bonds to put
broadband in the ground,” Hayes said.

limited broadband options. Today, 15
million out of 40 million California
residents have only one choice of
provider. Of that 15 million, about
3 million have no broadband access
whatsoever.
“There’s a huge hole in California’s
rural markets that needs to be filled
with broadband,” Hayes said.
SETTING PRIORITIES
Seeing the new networks with a futureproof vision in hand, California set four
main priorities for its broadband plan:
• Fiber first: The state is committed
to building out fiber with the
understanding it might not be able
to provide fiber everywhere.
• Capacity: The plan must meet highspeed expectations today and 10 to
20 years in the future.
• Broadband for all: The plan will
consider how to reach all corners of
the state with broadband.
• Partnerships: The RCRC hopes to
build broadband in the counties
it represents through creating
partnerships and leveraging existing
resources.

ADDRESSING THE UNSERVED,
UNDERSERVED
According to a recent study from
the University of California and the
California Emerging Technology Fund,
although more than 90 percent of
Californians have high-speed internet,
hundreds of thousands of students lack
home broadband connections.
Hayes said California will have
one of the largest state-owned, openaccess broadband networks in the
U.S. The RCRC works collaboratively
with UTOPIA Fiber and KeyBank.
“We’re stepping into space that’s either
unserved by incumbent providers or
underserved,” Hayes said.
California’s broadband networks
will serve a rural population that has

The RCRC plans to work with
emerging providers and incumbent
players. “We’re open to all who want to
jump on the wagon,” Hayes said. “That
includes incumbent service providers,

who offer a good opportunity to
partner and leverage resources to cover
our counties.”
But wiring homes with broadband
is only one part of how the RCRC
can leverage California’s initiative
in its member counties. It also sees
expanding fiber and broadband as an
economic development play that has
occurred in other cities.
“We want to connect those
businesses on Main Street in rural
California to the global marketplace,”
Hayes said. “We also want to run fiber
to business parks so we can have that
same phenomenon that’s taking place
in areas such as Huntsville, Alabama, in
rural California.” Huntsville launched
a fiber network expansion with Google
Fiber that has made the city attractive
to businesses; in recent years, Atlantabased DC Blox began construction of
a $13 million data center, and ToyotaMazda broke ground on a $1.6 billion
manufacturing plant there.
Hayes added that fiber makes a
rural community an attractive area
for businesses to locate. “Fiber has
come up on the list of key components
during the several business recruitment
conversations I have had during my
career,” she said. “We want rural
California to be able to grow small and
large businesses.”

Windstream Finds Success in Public-Private Partnerships;
Rural Affordability, Availability Challenges Remain
at Fiber Connect.
Yet today, 42
million homes
across the U.S.
can’t access
broadband.
Thomas said
the challenge of
rural markets
Tony Thomas, CEO,
Windstream
is getting more
affordable
broadband
services into more homes that could not
get it before because of lack of service
and pricing.
“We have a challenge with both

Windstream has a recipe it believes
will bring fiber-based broadband
services to more rural communities.
The rural telco is taking a two-pronged
approach to its FTTH expansion effort:
leveraging its capital and entering
public-private partnerships.
Focusing on rural markets,
Windstream passed 129,000 locations
with fiber in the first quarter of 2021.
It enabled another 718,000 homes
with fiber.
“We’re serious about investing in
rural broadband, and the numbers
reflect it,” said Tony Thomas, CEO of
Windstream, during a keynote speech
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021
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availability and affordability,” he said. “A
third of folks who do have broadband
have less than $30,000 in gross income
and struggle to pay their bill.”
He added, “We have to conquer
both of these elements to truly bridge
the digital divide.”
AGGRESSIVE EXPANSION
Windstream has set an aggressive
investment plan to expand its fiber
broadband network footprint. The telco
plans to invest more than $2 billion over
the next five years, enabling it to connect
2 million homes in its footprint with
fiber-based broadband services.
BRO A D BA N D CO MMU N I T I ES
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“There are a lot of opportunities to
enable greater speeds inside homes and
businesses,” Thomas said.
Although Windstream’s and other
providers’ private investments continue
to bear fruit, rural area deployments
come with unique challenges.
A key concern is customer counts.
“The number-one determinant is
typically associated with population
density,” Thomas said. “The more
people you have, the more revenues you
can generate to cover the investment.”
LEVERAGING RDOF, CAF
Although Windstream is committed
to its investment strategy, the service
provider is leveraging federal funds,
including the Rural Digital Opportunity
Fund (RDOF) and the Connect
America Fund (CAF), to help bring
service to areas harder to serve.
The telco has pursued – and been
awarded – RDOF and CAF grants
from the FCC to bolster its fiber builds
in rural areas. Specifically, Windstream
won $523 million in funding to
connect 200,000 locations with fiber.
The telco also completed its CAF-II
projects on time and within budget.
“When we talk about areas with low
population density, we do need strong
partnerships at the federal, state and
local levels,” Thomas said.
P3S SHOW PROMISE
Windstream’s rural broadband push also
is being propelled by its commitment to
public-private partnerships (P3s).
The service provider established P3s
across parts of its network footprint
with local communities and electric
utilities. For example, in Georgia,
Windstream partnered with Colquitt,
an electric cooperative, to deliver 1
Gbps in areas where it could not build a
business case to serve on its own.
Windstream also struck a P3 with

Pennsylvania’s Greene County to build
fiber to 7,300 homes in Bobtown,
Carmichaels, Greensboro, Jefferson,
Mount Morris, and Waynesburg on the
local community level.
Most customers previously had
access to less than 25 Mbps. Greene
County commissioners leveraged funds
through the CARES Act, coupled with
capital from Windstream Kinetic, to
fund the project.
“In Greene County, the dollars were
more constrained, but we pushed fiber
much closer to customers to enable
[more than] 1 Gbps capability for
[more than] 7,200 citizens through a
partnership with local county officials,”
Thomas said.
These are just a few examples of
Windstream’s P3 process; it said it
would work with others. “Windstream
has a track record and is willing to help
communities get connected,” Thomas
said. “We are committed to working
with local, state and federal officials to
make sure these broadband programs
are successful.”
By using these relationships,
Thomas said, Windstream wants to
“prioritize those communities that are
either underserved on unserved – or
those that have access to less than 100
Mbps symmetrical services – so they
can join the digital revolution.
“We want to do these public-private
partnerships,” he added. “When we
talk to communities in our footprint,
we give them some simple goals: have
a qualified provider and understand
where you will build.”

Emergency Broadband Benefit (EBB)
provided a $50 subsidy per customer.
Kinetic, Windstream’s community
broadband business, also participated
in the $3.2 billion program. A key
issue with the EBB program is it is only
temporary.
“The Emergency Broadband
Benefit is a good program, but the only
challenge with it is it was funded by
Congress through an appropriation,”
Thomas said. “Once the appropriated
money goes away, the program
disappears.”
One way to address this shortfall
is to use the Universal Service Fund
(USF). Again, the only issue is that
landline voice, not broadband,
underpins the USF program.
“The way we solve the problem is
expanding the base of contributors,”
Thomas said. “We need other companies
that leverage digital infrastructure –
Netflix, Google, Yahoo – to pay a small
fee and not push down a small set of
carriers.”
He added that when “we widen
that contribution base, we make this
program financially solvent and solve
one of the biggest challenges inside the
industry: affordability.”
Thomas is not alone in his desire.
In a recent Newsweek article, FCC
Commissioner Brendan Carr opined
that large tech companies should pay
their share to carry their services on the
internet.
“Big Tech has been enjoying a free
ride on our internet infrastructure
while skipping out on the billions of
dollars in costs needed to maintain and
build that network,” wrote Carr, who
pointed out that Netflix, YouTube,
Amazon Prime, Disney+ and Microsoft
account for 75 percent of all rural
broadband network traffic.

ADDRESSING AFFORDABILITY
GAPS
Despite the promise of P3s and other
programs, the reality is that an estimated
one-third of the country still struggles
to pay for broadband service. Over the
past year, programs such as the FCC’s

C Spire’s Meena: 25/3 Mbps is Not enough
Though the FCC defines broadband
as 25/3 Mbps, FTTH advocates say
it’s inadequate.
C Spire is building out an FTTH
network in the South to enhance
residential and business broadband. Hu

Meena, the company’s CEO, said the
25/3 Mbps standard does not reflect
broadband consumers’ usage realities.
“We are stuck in a country where
customers who can get 25/3 speeds
are considered connected. That can no
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longer remain the case,” he said during
a Fiber Connect keynote speech. “The
25/3 Mbps standard is further behind
antiquated 3G in the wireless industry.”
Meena admitted that although he
did not always agree with former FCC
|
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Hu Meena, CEO, C Spire

Chairman Tom Wheeler, he does think
Wheeler got broadband speeds right.
Wheeler noted in a JP Morgan report
that 74 percent of Americans who have
internet access pay for speeds of at least
100 Mbps and that the number will
increase to 90 percent by 2025.
“If the market is demanding faster
speeds, why should we subsidize slower
services?,” Meena said.
He added, “symmetrical service
should be the minimum build
requirement and to subsidize other
ways is a tragic waste of American
taxpayer dollars.”

Meena, is government regulations that
oversee broadband funding. “For too
long, policymakers have focused on
making broadband funds technologyneutral, which has left rural and parts
of urban America with inadequate
connectivity,” he said. “Our country
can no longer take that stance if we
want to be competitive.”
He added, “policymakers’ debating
speeds is a disservice to our country
and is simply the result of incumbents
trying to maintain the status quo.”
FIBER IS DISRUPTIVE
C Spire is just one of several providers
that have made fiber-based broadband a
priority. “The incumbents were resistant
to upgrading to fiber before the onset of
competition and the pandemic,” Meena
said, noting they are now rethinking
their FTTH strategies.
C Spire has set a goal to bring fiber
to communities that want its service.
The service provider was approached
by one town that the local cable
provider was ignoring. The town was
not initially on C Spire’s radar, but C
Spire felt compelled to go there based
on the town’s enthusiasm to get an
FTTH service.
“Our research showed just how
upset the residents were about lack
of adequate connectivity and poor
customer service,” Meena said. “In a
matter of weeks, more than 35 percent

NEW BROADBAND REALITIES
The pandemic highlights how highspeed broadband is critical for students,
consumers and businesses. Fiber
broadband transforms communities
with education and economic expansion.
Meena noted that when he was a kid,
he and friends spent time outside playing
games and sports. That’s not as common
today. “Kids these days spend time at
home behind an iPad, completing their
homework, watching YouTube videos
or gaming with someone who may be
located halfway around the world,”
Meena said. “Meanwhile, mom is
completing a telehealth visit while dad
is completing a Zoom call, which all
require a lot of bandwidth.”
One issue preventing the industry
from moving forward, contends
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021
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of the town’s addresses were ready to
sign up for our service.”
Overall, FTTH deployments are
gaining momentum. According to RVA
LLC’s 2021 North American FTTH
forecast, U.S. FTTH investment
will be more than $60 billion in the
next five years. A large portion of this
investment will be used to make fiber
available to new homes for the first
time, but some will be allocated to
create fiber competition for homes that
already have a fiber provider.
Large incumbents and a host of
competitive and community
players are going all-in on FTTH.
AT&T, CenturyLink (Quantum Fiber)
and Verizon are expanding their
FTTH networks. Frontier, which has
emerged from bankruptcy protection,
has adopted an aggressive FTTH
buildout strategy.
“This year alone, Wall Street has
seen the big incumbent ILECs plan to
increase fiber-to-the-home investments
to more than 30 million locations.
This does not include smaller providers,
such as electric cooperatives and
municipal providers that are all
deploying fiber across their footprints,”
Meena said. “If policymakers would
follow the way of Wall Street, we’d see
the billions of dollars about to be spent
on broadband in a practical and futureproof way.”
BRO A D BA N D CO MMU N I T I ES
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Political Will Remains a Challenge for Community Broadband
As more communities decide to take
their broadband destinies into their
own hands, they have to overcome
hurdles, including a powerful
incumbent carrier lobbyist campaign
and the challenge of educating
community members about their plans.
During Fiber Connect,
representatives from California,
Colorado and Rhode Island shared
how they have been battling politics,
not technology, to get their broadband
programs off the ground.
Each state may be different
regarding populations and broadband
choices, but all have one common goal:
enabling access to affordable, highspeed broadband.
ENGAGING THE COMMUNITY
New broadband entrants should face
the reality that community broadband
projects often don’t proceed. According
to Strategic Networks Group (SNG),
90 percent of community fiber projects
in the U.S. have failed.
Bob Knight, the executive vice
president of broadband and COO at
Harrison Edwards, told Fiber Connect
attendees that communities that
succeeded had engaged all community
members properly. He added that new
entrants should educate community
members about symmetrical speed
benefits and funding the network.
“It’s all about telling your story
effectively, which can be challenging,”
Knight said. “People don’t understand
symmetrical speeds, the correlation
between 5G and fiber and the finance
behind it.”
He added that new players should
talk to tech-savvy consumers and other
community stakeholders, including
farmers, public safety officials and
seniors. “You need to make them
understand how your fiber project is
going to benefit them.”
Rhode Island is one of the smallest
U.S. states and has poor broadband
choices. Although the state did receive
Broadband Technology Opportunities
Program (BTOP) money to build a
48-strand, middle-mile fiber network
in 2010, not everyone benefited.
“Universities, hospitals and schools
44
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have fiber broadband access, but
municipalities, small businesses and
residents don’t,” said Rhode Island Rep.
Deb Ruggiero
(D). “We have
this fabulous
information
superhighway
running
throughout our
state, but we
don’t have the last
Rep. Deb Ruggiero
mile on- and offramps for people
who need it just
as much.”
Ruggerio’s support for broadband
is rooted in stories she hears from her
constituents about their broadband
situation. In response to an op-ed
she wrote in a local Rhode Island
newspaper, a Jamestown resident said
he has better broadband at his summer
home in Portugal. “It is compelling,
but it is taking all this messaging to
relate to people,” she said.
One way to get a message to a
broad audience is to talk about fiber’s
capabilities and costs. For example,
Newport, Rhode Island, consumers
pay $1.06 per megabyte of bandwidth;
Taunton, Massachusetts, customers pay
30 cents per megabyte.
“You hit people where it matters
most, which is their pocketbook,”
Ruggerio said.

opposition during the three-year
process of developing its business. Pulse
also faced the immediate challenge
of the Colorado SB-152 law that
prohibited communities from forming
their own broadband businesses.
However, a provision in the
Colorado law allows a community
to overturn it to explore broadband
options. More than 150 Colorado
communities have voted to overturn
the measure since the law went into
effect in 2005. Cities including
Longmont, Loveland and Fort Collins
have continued to invest in building
out their own broadband network
infrastructure. In June, Cortez became
the latest municipality to opt out of SB152, with 78 percent in favor.
Pulse worked with the chamber
of commerce, businesses, schools and
local hospitals to develop its task force.
The task force developed five tenets:
reliability, speed, affordability, customer
service excellence and accessibility.
“All in all, we had 25 back-andforth meetings with our city council
members,” said Lindsey Johansen,
communications and marketing
manager of fiber for the City of
Loveland. “There was quite a bit of
opposition from public providers and
some grassroots efforts organized against
municipal broadband, and it became a
contentious topic with our city council
members toward the end of 2017.”
Although the city council
was reluctant to decide, it did
appropriate funding and an aggressive
communications and outreach plan.
Education was vital in Loveland
because there was confusion about
what Pulse proposed. Pulse became
aggressive with community outreach by
participating in parades, community
engagement sites and Facebook Live.
“Our project management team at
the time did a good job of identifying
all of our champions – businesses and
those in the community who were pro
broadband,” Johansen. “We share why
students need fiber to learn and [why]
health care needs [fiber and emphasize
that] it’s not just another way to upload
more selfies to social media.”

OVERCOMING OPPOSITION,
MISINFORMATION CAMPAIGNS
Once a community gets a broadband
plan in place, it often faces opposition
from incumbent providers, think tanks
and taxpayer associations.
In state and federal legislatures,
$7–$10 million dollars a month is spent
on lobbying efforts to stop or slow
community broadband projects. “You
have to assume there’s going to be a
challenge along the way,” Knight said.
Colorado, California and Rhode
Island, all at different stages of
developing community broadband
plans, have seen strong opposition to
community broadband efforts.
Newcomers such as Pulse, a
community FTTH provider in
Loveland, Colorado, saw plenty of
|
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In Rhode Island, the challenge
has been no less daunting. Besides
Mississippi, Rhode Island is one
of the only states in the country
that does not have a broadband
office. State broadband offices help
distribute federal dollars designated for
broadband for local communities.
Leading the effort to develop a state
broadband office for Rhode Island,
Ruggerio pushed forward a bill in
the Rhode Island House to create a
broadband office. It passed 72–0 on the
House floor with bipartisan support.
However, an incumbent cable
operator led an effort to stop the bill
from passing in the state Senate. “I
know the influence of lobbyists is
important because you rely on them to
give you the information to do the due
diligence, but often they can skew an
issue,” she said.
RCRC laid out plans to develop
an open-access network architecture
in the state. However, during the last
night of a state Congressional session, a
lobbyist for an incumbent removed all
broadband provisions.
Meanwhile, incumbent providers
had started offering Wi-Fi services for
students in unserved areas in parking
lots. At the same time, the availability
of telehealth for rural residents became
a more significant issue.
“In California’s Central Valley, you
are looking at temps of over 100 degrees,
and you have parents and kids sitting in
cars to access the internet,” Hayes said.
“When that hit the media, it was tough
for legislators to look away.”

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES
“Americans at home or in their place of business
should not be held back by slow broadband.”
– Hu Meena, CEO, C Spire
“It’s easier to secure funding than it is to secure political will.”
– Chris Perlitz, Municipal Capital Markets
“In Washington, you need to be able to tell your story.”
– Shirley Bloomfield, CEO, NTCA
“I don’t think there’s anyone in any industry who disagrees that
fiber is the answer, but the question is, how do we get there?”
– Gary Bolton, CEO, Fiber Broadband Association
“It has become clear that broadband adoption is a
bigger problem than accessibility.”
– Matt Polka, President and CEO, ACA Connects
“Fiber is the answer.”
– Russ Brethower, Senior Manager of Wholesale Fiber,
Grant Public Utility District
“You can’t be all things to all people.”
– David Wade, CEO, EPB
“Competition will do more than any regulation.”
– Deb Ruggiero, Rhode Island State Representative
“I love the term ‘open networks’ because it also means ‘open-minded.’”
– David Corrado, CEO, Medina County Fiber Network
“Fixed wireless does not have the same capabilities
as fiber. It’s not personal – it’s just math.”
– Tony Thomas, CEO, Windstream

Electric Co-ops, Municipalities Won’t Play a Pricing Game
Electric cooperatives and municipalities
may be new to the broadband
game, but they have no interest
in waging a price war against area
incumbent providers.
Whenever a new competitor
emerges in a town or city where a
broadband incumbent telco or cable
company already has a presence, there’s
a possibility that the incumbent could
try to undercut that provider with
discounted pricing.
However, emerging providers who
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021

spoke at Fiber Connect maintain they
won’t engage in price wars.

and a 10 Gbps
tier for $299.95.
Lindsey
Johansen,
communications
and marketing
manager of fiber
for the City of
Loveland, told
attendees during
“The Case
for Funding:
Building

LOVELAND PULSE’S
COMPETITIVE OUTLOOK
Loveland, Colorado, which launched
its Pulse fiber network in 2018,
conducted feasibility studies on the
take rate it needed to break even on its
FTTH investment.
Today, Loveland Pulse offers three
main tiers: a starter 30 Mbps package
for $44.95 a month, 1 Gbps for $74.95
|
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Lindsey Johansen,
Communications
and Marketing
Manager of Fiber,
City of Loveland
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CUMBERLAND’S FAIR AND
TRANSPARENT APPROACH
Cumberland Connect, a subsidiary
of Cumberland Electric Membership
Corporation (CEMC), is taking a

similar tack with pricing in the rural
Tennessee area it serves with FTTH.
As part of a multiyear, multiphase
build, Cumberland Connect plans
to build service across multiple rural
Tennessee counties. Its parent CEMC
currently serves more than 100,000
members, and its service territory
includes more than 8,000 miles of
serviced lines spanning Stewart,
Montgomery, Cheatham, Robertson
and Sumner counties.
When Cumberland Connect
conducted a feasibility study, according
to the FCC maps, it found that it had
plenty of cable and telco competition,
according to Mark Cook, manager
of engineering and broadband for
Cumberland Connect. At the same
time, parts of the organization were
worried about how incumbents would
respond when it built to a specific area.
“We have seen our incumbent
competitors build in the areas that
they probably never would have,”
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Community Support and Political Will”
panel that incumbents’ pricing responses
are a positive outcome.
“If an incumbent drops prices
below what makes sense for us, we
feel like that’s one of the benefits of
having competition in the market, and
our community can take advantage of
that,” Johansen said.
But she was quick to add that one
critical theme Loveland heard from
other communities developing plans was
that battling incumbent prices is not a
winning proposition. “We visited a lot of
different communities before the launch
of our service,” Johansen said. “One of
the things that they said to us over and
over again was “don’t play a price battle
game with the incumbents.”
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he said during the “Case Study: Electric
Cooperatives Transition to ISPs”
panel. “Early on, we were concerned
when to announce where we were
going, but I kept saying we’re going to
go everywhere.”
Cumberland maintains its
commitment to offer consistent pricing.
It offers two main internet tiers: 250
Mbps for $50 a month and a 1 Gbps
package for $80 a month. It also offers
an unlimited voice calling service and
three internet/video bundle packages.
“If competitors are going to do
teaser rates and make threats of ‘here
comes the big bad electric company,’ we
decided day one that we’re not going
to play that game,” Cook said. “One
of the key things we have banked on is
fair and transparent pricing.” v
Sean Buckley is the editor in chief of
Broadband Communities. He can be
reached at sean@bbcmag.com.
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Virginia’s Historic Jamestowne
Gets a Broadband Makeover
Cox Business enables the U.S. historic site to connect with remote students and history
buffs around the world.
By Sean Buckley / Broadband Communities

A

s the first English settlement in North
America, Jamestown Island plays a
central role in the U.S.’s history and
is the backdrop for the story of John Smith,
Pocahontas and other key historical figures. As
the 1607 settlement evolved into a prosperous
colony, the Virginia Powhatan Indians were
pushed out of their homeland.
Today, the site is overseen by the Jamestown
Rediscovery Foundation (JRF), which is
affiliated with Preservation Virginia, a private,
nonprofit organization that provides statewide
historic preservation. The JRF and Preservation
Virginia jointly administer Historic Jamestowne
through a public/private partnership with the
National Park Service.
Preservation Virginia acquired 22.5 acres
of Jamestown Island in 1893. In 1994, the
Jamestown Rediscovery archaeological project
launched to find the remains of the original
James Fort. The project established the location
of the fort and its main buildings, recovered
more than 3 million artifacts, and provided
an understanding of early settlers’ lives and
relationships with the area’s native peoples.
Despite the allure of the site, until recently,
Jamestown Island lacked one key amenity:
broadband connectivity for its researchers,
educators and visitors.
A big reason for the lack of a stable
broadband connection is Jamestown Island’s
location. Separated from the large service
providers on the other side of the James
50
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River, the island’s 13 main tourism locations,
including the Visitors Center and museum,
were restricted by the limitations of the aging
telecom infrastructure.
Enter Cox Business, which has given
Jamestown Island a technology makeover.
Before Cox Business, Jamestown had a
copper-based DSL connection and one T-1 (1.5
Mbps) connection from another provider. The
T-1 line was broken down into channels: 10 to
11 were used for telephone lines, and the other
13 were for data.
“If you get 56 Kbps times 13, that’s not a
lot of bandwidth to download things,” says
Rick Starsher, sales engineer for Cox. Thanks
to Cox, the 411-year-old island community
now has high-speed internet, enhancing the
visitor experience – from both an on-site and
virtual perspective.
After the COVID-19 pandemic hit,
community leaders recognized the need to
improve connectivity to enable better virtual
access to the site. But this request presented
a unique challenge: modernizing the visitor
experience while preserving historical richness.
“One problem with being a historic site on
the original island is that we’re a bit in the middle
of nowhere, even though we’re in a region with
3 to 4 million Virginians,” says Mark Summers,
director of youth and public programs for
Jamestown Rediscovery. “Although we have a lot
of visitors every year and a lot of good ideas, up
until a few years ago, we were behind the times
in terms of technology.”
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BROADBAND’S MODERNIZING
ROLE
Cox Business provides Jamestown
with cable broadband internet, Wi-Fi
and business services. With the Wi-Fi
capability, Summers can sign on via
his mobile phone and speak to students
in another part of the world about the
Jamestown Island site. For example,
Jamestown Rediscovery has been able
to conduct live sessions with students
from France, Los Angeles, Chicago and
New York.
“Without using my mobile data, I
can use the Wi-Fi network to give a live
tour to students in their classroom with
a picture that’s very clear and calls that
don’t get dropped,” Summers says.
This capability has been especially
important for students unable to travel
to the site because of the COVID-19
pandemic. The last in-person field trip
Jamestown Discovery hosted was in
March 2020.
Just how successful has the virtual
program been? Very, considering that
students from 203 schools in 28 states
participated in virtual learning tours.
About 50 percent were Virginia schools
and the other 50 percent were from
other states.
“We get letters from kids who
said they felt like they were there live,”
Summers says. “We’re talking about
states where things are shut down,
and kids can’t go on field trips. I
would not be able to do my job as an
educator during the pandemic without
this connectivity.”
The new capabilities enabled
by improved connectivity also help
members of Jamestown Discovery’s
staff provide webinars and post videos
on social media. For example, people
around the world can watch a stream of
a real-time dig from Jamestown Church,
a brick church built in 1639 that’s one of
the oldest surviving remnants Europeans
built in the original 13 colonies and in
the U.S. overall.
“There’s talk of all of us doing
more online programming, even as
we reopen and more people come in
person,” Summers says. “We’re going to
continue hosting virtual field trips.”
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021

Cox Business provides Jamestown Island with cable broadband internet, Wi-Fi and business
services. Now, people around the world can virtually visit the historic site.

In addition, he says that people in
the archeological lab are planning to
showcase artifacts remotely and host
discussions live as a way of raising
awareness of the site. “Sometimes there’s
an old-fashioned way of thinking that if
you give away these programs for free,
people won’t come to the site, but that’s
the argument we saw about putting
baseball on the radio 80 years ago.”
Summers notes that the virtual
program has had the opposite effect.
“It brought more people to come in
person,” he says. “That’s what we’re
using it for: raising awareness and
making people come to the original
place, but if they can’t make it, they
can still be educated. We’re reaching
millions more people than we could
have reached before.”
With high-speed internet
connectivity at its 13 locations,
Jamestown Rediscovery and the National
Park Service teams plan to introduce
new digital experiences to the public,
including live cameras on archeological
excavations, virtual tours of long-lost
landscapes, and 360-degree videos.
Jamestown Rediscovery has a lot
of followers who likely would tune in
to watch archeological digs on video,
similar to the way people from all over
the world tune into popular “panda
cams.” Although Jamestown Discovery
has not formally launched such a
service yet, it is considering doing so.
|
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FOCUS ON VIRTUAL LEARNING
The previous lack of network bandwidth
also inhibited Jamestown Rediscovery
from offering virtual classes. Before
Cox installed the new network, the
organization could not complete a video
session without being interrupted.
By making the upgrade to
broadband, Jamestown has taught in 27
of the 100 largest school districts in the
U.S. Students can now virtually visit
James Fort and Historic Jamestowne’s
archaeology museum, the Archaearium.
Since September 2020, 30,000 students
from 175 schools in 27 states have
experienced Historic Jamestowne.
Virtual education programs now
reach urban centers with public schools
that could not afford the high cost of
plane tickets, hotels and insurance.
These districts represent the most diverse
areas of the U.S., including immigrant
and underserved communities. Keeping
costs down has allowed Jamestown
Rediscovery to reach schools that would
never visit Virginia.
In April, Kings Grant Elementary
students, Jamestown Rediscovery and
Cox hosted a virtual kickoff event to
celebrate the new network.
The Cox Business enhanced
connectivity allows Jamestown
Rediscovery to populate a virtual tour
portal for exploring Jamestown Island’s
history and archaeology. Virtual tours
of the archaeological site of James Fort
BRO A D BA N D CO MMU N I T I ES
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In addition, a solid broadband
connection now enables staff to
research by looking at archives from
any location and to collaborate better
across departments.
Researchers, history buffs and
students can now look at the work
Jamestown Discovery conducted at a site
regardless of weather conditions. “When
we have rain or if the site is covered up
because it’s wintertime, people can still
see the work and research that has been
done,” Summers says.
“We’re seeing the first 1 to 2
percent of potential,” Summers says
of broadband’s impact. “That does
not mean we don’t keep doing our
traditional jobs – I still have to
teach, and archeologists have to
analyze artifacts – but now we have
another platform.”

machine to install the underground
lines. A ground penetration radar was
used to see into the ground.
“The reason this machine was being
used is that our contractors were crossing
areas that have artifacts and they wanted
to make sure we were not disturbing
the area if we ran into an artifact,” says
Charlie Hardy, outside construction
planner at Cox Communications.
But because Jamestown Island
is a historic site overseen by local
and federal government agencies –
including the National Park Service
and Virginia Preservation – starting the
build came with various challenges.
For one, the site is on an island. Cox
had to find a way to extend its network
to the area. Second, it is a historical
site, so Cox had to be careful not to
disturb any existing sensitive areas.
Summers says navigating federal
and private land rules was difficult.
“We have a unique partnership with
the National Park Service, which is
sensitive to historic sites,” Summers says.
“Being sensitive to the historic nature
of the place and all of the overlapping
government regions was a huge layer of
complications we had to work through.”
In all, it took about a year to
get the necessary permits for Cox to
begin building out network facilities
on the site.
Thom Watkins, vice president of
sales for Cox Virginia, says that getting
the build started was not easy and
“there were challenges beyond the norm
that had to be overcome, but all of the
agencies, including the Jamestown
Virginia Preservation service and the
National Park Service, worked together
with us to make it happen.”

FEDERAL, PRIVATE LAND
CHALLENGES
Cox Business began the Jamestown
Island project in summer 2019 and has
installed more than 13,000 linear feet
of directional boring, pedestals, ground
vaults and fiber runs. When Cox started
network construction, it had to use
special ground scanning equipment to
preserve the artifacts underground when
it was boring the ground to install the
fiber. Cox used a directional boring

RFOG FITS THE BILL
Jamestown Island is so remote that it
could get only copper-based services.
Getting the island’s facilities onto the
network meant potentially high costs
for Cox.
However, Cox Business found a
viable solution. “To build hybrid fiber
coax (HFC) and fiber together would
be costly,” Hardy says. “I thought that
if we needed to build fiber anyway,
we could build the HFC like a fiber-

Since 2019, Cox has installed 13,000 linear feet of directional boring, pedestals, ground vaults and
fiber runs on Jamestown Island.

and the Archaearium are “hosted”
through a series of videos connected in
an interactive, online map.
One tour weaves the history of the
settlement with how archaeological
research has informed modern
understanding of the site. Another tour
is presented from the perspective of Anas
Todkill, an important early settler who
was a comrade of Captain John Smith.
Relevant historical information, images,
artifacts and other videos are linked to
each tour topic, enabling students and
other visitors to explore further.
Virtual field trip tours allow students
from across the world to conduct an
immersive, in-depth experience with the
settlement and archaeology, all through
a broadband connection.
Summers says that without Cox’s
services, it would not be able to deliver
educational programs across the country.
It used to be able to host only a handful
of well-funded schools from the West
Coast that could afford to make the trip
to Jamestown Island. Now, any students,
regardless of their socioeconomic status,
can experience Historic Jamestowne
from their classrooms.
“Before last year, I tried to do
virtual programs for schools that could
not afford to come here, and calls
would be dropped,” Summers says. “We
could not do what we wanted to do
even though we had the ideas.”
52
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to-the-home (FTTH) project that
would not involve any coax. By doing
this, we will be able to provide a more
reliable network.” By installing the
circuit breaker and FTTH rack in one
of Jamestown Rediscovery’s buildings,
Cox reduced costs because it did not
have to install a power supply and
outdoor cabinets.
After several meetings about what
would be the least expensive option,
Cox settled on building a radio
frequency over glass (RFoG) network.
RFoG is a deep-fiber network
design in which the coax portion of the
HFC network is replaced by a singlefiber PON.
What’s compelling about RFoG
is that it delivers the same services as
an HFC-based DOCSIS network
with the added benefit of improved
noise performance and increased
usable RF spectrum both downstream
and upstream.
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Yorktown is famous for being
the site of the siege and subsequent
surrender of General Charles
Cornwallis to General George
Washington and the French Fleet
on October 19, 1781. Although the
Revolutionary War lasted another
year, the British defeat at Yorktown
effectively ended it.
“Yorktown is a very similar project,”
says Eagle. “We don’t know how they
will use the connectivity, but we hope
they will be creative.” v

“The RFoG network brought
fiber service down to a central hub to
bring a healthy-sized circuit into the
Visitors Center for the National Park
Service,” says Dan Eagle, manager of
government and federal accounts at
Cox Business. “We were able to bring
fiber and convert it to HFC to the
smaller locations.”
He adds that though the costs were
high, Cox “pitched in a considerable
amount of capex to make the project
happen.”
A COMMUNITY EFFORT
The network build presented various
challenges, but Cox Business sees
it as an opportunity to serve as a
community partner. “We want to be
part of the community and to give back
where we can,” says Watkins.
Besides Jamestown, Cox Business is
working on a similar project with the
National Park Service in Yorktown,
Virginia, to equip five sites.
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Sean Buckley is
editor in chief
of Broadband
Communities. He
can be reached at
sean@bbcmag.com.
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The Role of Open Access in
Driving Fiber Adoption
Open-access networks face challenges to get off the ground in the U.S., but with the
right capital and legislative support, they can offer cost savings, improved customer
service, and economic development opportunities.
By Sean McDevitt, Hariprasad Pichai and Harsha Tata / Arthur D. Little

F

iber rollout has accelerated globally, a trend that is
expected to continue in the future. But fiber adoption
is relatively low in the U.S. compared with other
countries as a result of less household density. However, a
number of supply-side forces are attempting to drive fiber and
broadband adoption. Such forces include new fiber and fiberdeep deployments in urban and rural areas of the country.
According to data from the U.S. Council on Foreign
Relations and the FTTH Council Europe, household fiber
broadband coverage passes approximately 30 percent of all
U.S. households, compared with approximately 50 percent of
households across the EU. Moreover, less than 50 percent of
U.S. households passed have a fiber subscription. This underpenetration is partly due to a lack of supply across the country.
Approximately 23 percent of households in the U.S. have
access to only one broadband provider. The broad potential for
improving broadband is estimated at more than $13.5 billion in
total retail addressable market across 5,800 municipalities.
An infusion of supply-side solutions and capital have
emerged to take advantage of this opportunity. Private-equity
capital in the past few years has given smaller broadband
providers the ability to compete against established players.
However, large telecoms continue to deploy large amounts of
capital to bolster their fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) offerings,
some due to FCC commitments. The MSOs’ strategy has
primarily been HFC and selective fiber only; however,
evolution in this strategy is to be expected.
U.S. VS. EUROPE OAN ADOPTION
Open-access networks (OANs) represent an alternative
market model gaining significant traction in Europe and
have been credited as instrumental in driving increased fiber
adoption. Adoption of OANs has been more modest in the
U.S., though they are poised to gain increasing market share
in the next few years.
OANs offer several benefits for communities. For
example, OANs can lead to lower broadband prices, improved
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customer service, increased reliability and the potential to give
communities a head start on the adoption of “smart cities.”
These benefits, combined with the high valuations that
OANs bring to shareholders, have led to rapid adoption
in Europe. According to the FTTH Council Europe,
alternative operators in Europe, including OANs, contributed
to 56 percent of growth in FTTH/fiber-to-the-building
penetration in 2020. In addition, open-access fiber deals in
Europe accounted for 21 percent of total telecom deal value,
and traditional fiber deals led in deal volume only slightly,
accounting for about 24 percent of deal value in 2019.
In contrast, the U.S. has publicly owned fiber available
in fewer than 500 communities, and counts fewer than
50 OANs, with last mile accounting for about 80 percent
according to muninetworks.org.
U.S. ADOPTION CHALLENGES
Traditionally there has been a lack of government support for
OANs in the U.S. as the government has generally preferred
to work with large telecom operators to execute broadband
policy objectives. This issue is amplified by the fact that
OANs face intense lobbying by large telecom operators.
According to the U.S. Council on Foreign Relations, lobbyists
have pushed laws in 22 states to block municipalities from
entering the ISP market. This is not the case in Europe, where
government agencies and municipalities have invested heavily
in the rollout of open-access fiber and supported the initiative
as a means of expanding fiber access.
There are also challenges concerning the initial capital
deployment required to build out OANs. Successful
deployments in Europe have used a range of financing
partnership models that were crucial in securing capital.
In the U.S., there have not yet been many examples of
nontraditional telecom entities, such as utility companies,
municipalities, real estate companies, and infrastructure
investors coming together to support the initial fiber
deployment for OANs. For municipalities to deploy their
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seeking to build their own OANs. A
significant infusion of government
support and capital could incentivize
players to reconsider the benefits of
investing in OANs.
Other emerging factors are likely to
accelerate the adoption of OANs in the
U.S. First, OANs have shown proof of
success. Several case studies of highly
successful deployments have resulted
in cost savings, improved customer
service, and economic development
in the area. Take rates for OANs can
trend upward of 50 percent in five years
– higher than the 30 to 40 percent take
rates for traditional models. There also
has been a development of newer and
more sophisticated financing models
that decrease the risk associated with
OAN deployment.
There have been a number of
successful deployments of OANs across
the U.S. and globally. For example, a
long-term cooperative agreement in
which Ting leases and operates the

own open-access fiber networks
independently, they must raise
significant amounts of capital.
Failure to hit take rates can result in
strained finances for the municipality
and the community. Despite these
challenges, OANs have gained some
traction across the U.S. in places where
municipal and cooperative networks
have driven early adoption.
OUTLOOK
It is possible that the traditionally
unfavorable regulatory situation in
the U.S. is about to change. The
Biden administration has said that
federal spending for building out the
broadband network in underserved
areas will prioritize spending for
networks owned and operated by local
governments, nonprofit organizations
and cooperatives. In its upcoming
broadband infrastructure plan, the
administration also has promised to
include aid for local municipalities

FTTH network constructed and owned
by the town of Westminster, Maryland,
has been successful thus far in providing
low-cost internet access to about
6,000 users. Moreover, a case study in
Chattanooga, Tennessee, documents
that a successful fiber service owned and
operated by the city’s Electric Power
Board has take rates above 50 percent.
These deployments, combined
with the rising potential for increased
adoption, suggest that in time, OANs
have the potential to significantly
disrupt the telecom ecosystem in the
U.S. and position themselves as the
solution for under-penetration of fiber
across the country – as long as the
policy framework supports such an
endeavor. v
Sean McDevitt is a partner, Hariprasad
Pichai is a principal and Harsha Tata
is an engagement manager at Arthur D.
Little, an international management
consulting firm.

The InvisiLight® EZ-Hide Behind-the-Wall
Module can be hidden behind a wall mount
ONT, reducing the installation footprint
by up to 50% using the smallest available
surface mounted fiber.

Not seeing is believing.
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TELEHEALTH

Could Libraries Be the New Clinics?
Public libraries have the potential to be new hubs for telehealth services in urban and
rural markets, broadening the availability of health care.
By Craig Settles / CJ Speaks

“

If the overall strategy is to make telehealth a part of 21stcentury city and rural living, if it’s part of our vision that
telehealth is the future of health care, we’re going to have
to come up with lots of different ways to reach lots of different
communities,” says Francella Ochillo. She is executive
director of Next Century Cities, a nonprofit organization that
supports mayors and community leaders across the country as
they seek to ensure that everyone has access to fast, affordable,
reliable internet.
One of those ways may be public libraries. In 2018, people
made 1.2 billion visits to the more than 9,000 public libraries
across the U.S., and 78 percent of those libraries offer online
health resources.
In community broadband, libraries are considered “anchor
institutions.” Like anchor tenants in a mall, libraries and
other institutions, such as schools, hospitals and assisted
living facilities, all contribute to the financial stability of
broadband networks. Libraries drive large numbers of people
onto networks. Now they can drive thousands to telehealth
through those networks.
SETTING EXPECTATIONS
Libraries are realizing that they can be in the vanguard of
transforming health care delivery in urban and rural areas.
But telehealth providers must communicate what resources
and tools they need libraries to offer. Furthermore, wherever
communities and libraries want telehealth delivered, broadband
infrastructure must be in place. No broadband, no telehealth.
“In most of the counties I’ve worked in across the country,
county health departments survey people in the communities to
find out what kinds of issues are out there,” says Peter Caplan,
managing consultant for New York–based eHealth Systems
and Solutions. “What are you trying to do? Are you trying to
do initial assessments and screenings to identify the chronic
conditions that eventually create expensive health problems?”
As a part of a health needs assessment, asking stakeholders
and the general public what they want telehealth to do for
their community is important. Caplan adds, “Do you have a
lot of diabetes, do you have obesity? Do you have more than
the national average of heart disease? A library could offer just
basic screening, and gather data to determine how pervasive
certain chronic conditions are.”
Dr. Robert Wack, a pediatrician and chief medical
information officer at Frederick Regional Health System in
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Maryland, knows what’s needed to make telehealth work. He
was president of the Westminster (Maryland) City Council
when the city built a fiber-to-the-home network. “Libraries
and health care partners must have realistic expectations
of broadband and telehealth outcomes,” he advises. “If the
partner doesn’t have employees dedicated to this effort, it
doesn’t matter what the technology’s capabilities are.”
For the convenience of other patrons, libraries might want
to schedule different types of telehealth for certain times of day.
Parents with toddlers may want to schedule hours when there
are typically few patrons, but mental health and psychiatric
treatment may ideally be available anytime. “You’re adding
a ‘waiting room’ environment to the library,” Dr. Wack says.
“Broadband speed and reliability have to be exceptional.”
Libraries are expanding remote capabilities by offering
more laptops and portable hot spots. Libraries should consider
long-term laptop loan arrangements for patrons with chronic
illnesses so they have few disruptions of their telehealth
services. Broadband network owners may want to partner
with libraries to ensure patrons have affordable broadband.
Telehealth technologies have great possibilities, but Dr.
Wack cautions against overreliance. “There are variables that
limit access to health care, such as the social determinants of
health or ethnicity, none of which broadband can fix.”
MORE THAN VIDEO CHAT
Telehealth often is defined too narrowly. It’s more than
video chats; it uses intranets and internet networks to
observe, diagnose, initiate or otherwise medically intervene,
administer, monitor, record and/or report on the continuum
of care people receive when ill, injured or wanting to stay well.
This definition can be taken one step further to differentiate
between three concepts: real-time telehealth, store-and-forward
telehealth and “passive” telehealth. These different versions
require different broadband approaches.
Real-time telehealth refers to activities happening
“right here and now” involving medical or health care
professionals. For instance, in a library setting, a patron is
on a video chat with a doctor from a study room or other
enclosed, private space (kiosk). Another example is a traveling
nurse setting up in a room to do medical screenings with
patrons and video conferencing with a doctor in another
location if patrons have questions.

www.broadbandcommunities.com
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Store-and-forward telehealth is
collecting medical data and sending it
electronically to another site for later
evaluation. Library patrons who
don’t want to go over their data cap
might use a library’s Wi-Fi to send
medical records, test results or digital
images. For maximum privacy and
security, telehealth applications receive
and send information using HIPAAcompliant software.
Passive telehealth refers to
interactive, educational web content;
digital knowledgebases and software
applications that help people
understand, prevent, treat or recover
from threats to their physical and mental
health. Few entities are as competent as
libraries for making knowledge easy to
find and sort through.
There are at least five primary ways
to impact health care delivery through
telehealth at libraries:

CREATIVE TELEHEALTH,
BROADBAND VISION
Now is a great time to have a telehealth
and broadband vision interlaced with
creativity, fortified with the belief
that people can make a difference in
the battle for health care equity while
fighting the good fight for digital
equity. Anyone can load up some
software, but with creativity, people
can build something that didn’t
previously exist.
Although many libraries are closed
during the pandemic, some are building
for the future. In 2020, many courts
required virtual online attendance.
Working with the Indiana Supreme
Court and the Coalition for Court
Access, Indiana librarians learned
effective virtual meeting skills that help
them expedite telehealth work.
Done right, a library telehealth
center generates excitement,
rallying community stakeholders
and funding groups because people
want to be part of something
innovative and transformative.
Nothing motivates people like the
opportunity to bask in the glow of
community accomplishments.
Indiana’s public libraries have
become a critical partner with the
Indiana Department of Family and
Social Services Administration and

1 Reinventing the doctor office visit
2 Eliminating frequent travel to
doctors
3 Turning library parking lots into
high-speed stations connecting
trauma patients to emergency rooms
4 Expanding mental health care
locations
5 Improving senior health care and
seniors’ ability to age in place
Each telehealth discipline could
impact broadband infrastructure as
well as marketing.
Certain types of medical conditions
are more conducive to telehealth in a
library setting than others. Dermatology,
ophthalmology and general preventative
health video consults should be effective.
“Things that require information
exchange only are perfect for a library
experience as well as telehealth
treatment that is visual, such as a
[skin] rash,” says Dr. William Payne,
an orthopedic surgeon at Franciscan
St. James Health/Specialty Physicians
in Illinois. Dr. Payne also markets a
telehealth application.
“I believe sessions that are
conversational, such as talking to
a counselor, a health coach or a
psychologist, could be easily handled
in a library,” says Payne. “And
AUGUS T/ SEP TEM B ER 2021

the Indiana Department of Health
in vaccine information distribution,
scheduling and registrations.
About 1,300 library employees were
trained to use software apps and
administrative processes.
Libraries reach out and touch
almost everyone in their communities
across the entire economic spectrum,
so imagining telehealth capabilities at
work is quite exciting. An “influx of
spending for libraries and schools will
improve the awareness of digital equity
as a fundamental issue,” says Pete
Pizzutillo, vice president of sales and
marketing at ETI Software and host of
the Broadband Bunch podcast. “Our
health care, education and judicial
systems’ futures rely on getting better
digital infrastructure such as telehealth,
so when we infuse federal and state
budgets with funds earmarked to
support that infrastructure, that’s when
we will see digital equity improve.” v

depending on how sophisticated a
library wants to be and who it
partners with, diagnostic tools could
be available to monitor certain
conditions, such as hypertension.”
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Craig Settles is
president of CJ
Speaks. He can
be reached at
craig@cjspeaks.
com. He recently
wrote a guide
for libraries,
telehealth project
teams, and
broadband stakeholders: “Shhhhhhh!
The Doctor Is In – Guide to Connecting
Library Patrons to Better Health”
(www.cjspeaks.com/reports).
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